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Introduction
Violence Begets Violence
“Those who profess to favor freedom yet deprecate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing
up the ground; they want rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without the awful roar
of its many waters.”- Frederick Douglass

On June 26th, 1967, what started as an altercation between two adolescent black males
escalated into an explosive urban uprising. Some called it a “riot.” No matter the name, tear gas,
bullets, and fire bombs, ignited the East and West sides of Buffalo as angry residents and police
took to the streets. An eighteen-year-old from the Lakeview Projects recalled, “this man’s house
got bombed by a Molotov cocktail and opposite the Lakeview Project, they threw a Molotov
cocktail—in the office itself—well, there really wasn’t too much damage done but the incident
did occur.”1
“The office” referred to by the young man, was the office of the Lakeview housing
Project. Situated on Buffalo’s West Side, Lakeview was a government subsidized housing
complex largely populated by African Americans. Firebombing the office was a clear indication
of residents’ contempt for authorities overseeing the projects. As the eighteen-year-old continued
to lay out his observations for the reporter, he exposed that prior to the firebombings, overpolicing and harassment were recurring issues for black Buffalonians and especially those
unfortunate enough to live in public housing. The young Lakeview resident explained, “… in the
project there was a lot of police brutality like, uh, such things—they called the police station and
as we now know it as the ‘nigger haters’ and they came down swinging sticks as usual. This is
nothing new. Uh, we have had incidents like this before but this one was about the biggest one
we’ve had.”2 Indeed, violent encounters with police were nothing new, but on June 26th,
something was different.
While playing basketball with friends, two young residents got into a physical altercation.
Once cops arrived on the scene to break up the disturbance, one of the young men informed the
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cops that there was no need to intervene. “We fight every day and we would be friends the next
day,” explained the young man. Despite his attempts to de-escalate what he believed to be a nonthreatening situation, the cops soon spiraled out of control. Two cops quickly multiplied to thirty
as residents gathered around the unfolding scene. At one point, an officer even drove his
motorcycle through the crowd of boys as the remaining cops ordered the by-standers to return to
their homes. Irate that the reckless officer had hit their sons, two mothers and a reverend
approached the officers. Unfortunately, they had underestimated the hostility of the police. An
attempt to address one incident of violence instigated even more physical abuse as the officers
lashed out at the residents who dared to confront them: “Two more W.I.S.E. patrolmen came and
they tried to arrest Rev. Bryant, pulled a gun on him, hit one of the mothers in the head, and then
again the Precinct #10 cops came, riot ready—pulling their guns out, swinging their sticks at us
and telling us to go home.”3 According to the respondent, the police got their wish but they had
no idea what was to follow. “Well, we went home and we waited-‘til about night and we were
goin’ to burn down the office but we were (unsuccessful) and we said we were goin’ to start
some fires in the neighborhood but we didn’t do much damage. That was it.”4
While there may not have appeared to be much damage on the first night, the visceral
reaction to over policing and brutality in the Lakeview Project was not confined to the West Side
of Buffalo. The chaos spread like wildfire onto the East Side where most of the black population
resided. The very next night after Molotov cocktails exploded on the West Side, the Buffalo
Evening News reported that the East Side convulsed under the weight of vandalism, fires, and
looting. On Tuesday June 27th, eight people were reported injured, nine fires were set ablaze, and
an estimated twenty-three people were arrested. Pandemonium ensued and black city leaders did
not shy away from the opportunity to share their stance on the issue. According to some, Mayor
Sedita was partially responsible for the disturbances that were taking place because of
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joblessness, poor housing, and a lack of recreational facilities. “The power structure in Buffalo
has contributed as much as any other factor to the disturbance in the past three nights by their
indifference to the needs of all its citizens,”5 remarked Rev. Milton A. Williams, the President of
the NAACP Buffalo Chapter. He railed against:
“…the retailers who have refused over the years to hire Negroes in numbers comparable to the
number of Negroes in the community…A mayor who permits his departments to operate
recreational areas in a most deplorable condition which mirrors the contempt of the white
community for this area…A Board of Education and the head of our School Department who claim
insight and concern for the poor area schools but who failed to provide $50,000 for the operation
of the public school playgrounds in a $51 Million budget.”6
But not all Black leaders agreed that the riots could be understood within a broader context—
including Buffalo’s Black Power organization, BUILD (Build, Unity, Independence, Liberty,
and Dignity). BUILD President, Rev. Frank Emmanuel, made a clear stance rebuking the events
that had transpired: “We don’t condone this sort of thing. We made every effort to keep it from
breaking out.”7 In fact, BUILD’s President was so strongly opposed to the rioting that he
designated a group of workers to aid the police during the conflict. When asked what may have
caused the events that occurred on Tuesday, Rev. Emmanuel said that he was not sure, but he
also conceded that slumlords and ineffective teachers had failed the community.
Prominent community leaders were not the only ones who sought to decipher the city’s
complicit role in the uprising that took place. Teenagers who took control of the streets seemed
very knowledgeable about the underlying causes of their behavior. A nineteen-year-old who
worked with the Community Action Organization (CAO) observed that police brutality was not
the only motivator behind the rioting: “Uh, the gradual building up of police brutality and the
blacks getting tired of being humiliated. Seems like everything has been shoved onto the
blacks—into the black’s face. Lack of jobs, poor housing, uh, everything is wrong with the
ghetto.”8 According to most residents who were interviewed, police brutality may have provided
the immediate spark for the riots, but joblessness was the root of the community’s frustration.
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Substandard living conditions, unemployment, and police harassment qualified Lakeview as a
hotspot for the initiation of an uprising. The young CAO worker went on to explain that most of
the rioters were unemployed black men with poor educational backgrounds. Thus, the major
grievances and demands of Buffalo’s black youth centered on the need for jobs.
By June 30th, community leaders generated a list of 24 demands for Mayor Sedita, if he
was serious about rectifying the causes of urban unrest. Although the demands targeted separate
themes such as education, housing, and police-community relations, the first three demands
focused on youth employment. Community organizers demanded “a minimum of 3,000 jobs be
provided youngsters from the Negro area.”9 Youth were met with an almost immediate response.
Not long after the city had quieted down, some of Buffalo’s most prominent employers provided
youth with job opportunities left and right. For instance, Bethlehem Steel—one of Buffalo’s
largest employers—agreed to offer summer jobs.
Summer jobs were a small victory won by black Buffalo’s youth, but it was only one
battle in the ongoing struggle for community power. Although zealous, frustrated, and abused
young people shattered some of the community, their actions brought major funding to meet
youth interests—jobs. For most of the older black population, the rioting was frowned upon, but
even they could not deny that the riots helped to get the city’s attention. Even youth who didn’t
participate in the riots were able to use its momentum to secure community programs that
addressed their needs. The uprising generated a governmental response to young people’s
incessant demands for jobs and therefore, 1967 symbolized the beginning of a new era for young
and old black Buffalonians. As urban renewal projects changed the face of the city, the black
community was forced to fight for more than just jobs. The battle for quality education, housing,
and recreation were all sites of warfare.
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“They Were Never Silent” will explore the inner workings and impact of both top-down
and bottom-up approaches to Urban Renewal for African Americans in the city of Buffalo. Black
Americans who live in major or secondary urban cities are all too familiar with promises of
redevelopment, renewal, and revitalization. For decades, government funded projects that arose
in the name of “saving” inner-cities have been guilty of concentrating poverty into centralized
areas, directing monies toward downtown development that dislocated families, excessive
housing clearance, and modernizing segregation in the form of public housing projects. In short,
the official history of urban redevelopment is that of government initiatives that take place at the
expense of lower-income, black and brown residents. Politicians and wealthy developers made
plans for slum clearance, highway construction, malls, and more downtown business. But we
have yet to fully explore how black community members crafted their own visions of a
revitalized city. Some of these visions were able to take shape because of government funded
projects such as Model Cities. However, many of the most significant bottom-up Urban Renewal
developments have received little to no attention in scholarly literature, namely, the work of
inner-city youth. In an attempt to fill these gaps, “They Were Never Silent” discusses
unexamined community visions and the role of black youth in transforming Buffalo’s urban
landscape during a time of urban renewal.
Literature Review
Police violence, joblessness, discrimination, derelict housing, and resultant urban renewal
projects stood as the backdrop of spontaneous mass movements taking place across the nation
after World War II. Cities like Newark, Chicago and Los Angeles were erupting in the face of
massive resistance against police brutality and America would feel a greater shock wave of
revolts following the assassination of Dr. King. When historians and urban studies scholars
discuss the turbulent 1960s and 1970s, much attention is devoted to the evolving landscape of
7

American cities in the form of sociopolitical changes encouraged by the Civil Rights and Black
Power movements,10 or the passage of legislation that literally transformed the nature of the built
environment.11 Despite Buffalo’s strong involvement in the black liberation struggle during the
1960s, “freedom north” scholarship fails to engage Buffalo as a critical hotbed of Black social
movement activity. “Crucial to the Survival of Black People”: Local People, Black Power, and
Community Organizations in Buffalo, New York, 1966–1968, by the late Rowena Alfonso12,
seems to be the only exception to this trend. While there is growing literature on Buffalo urban
history, few if any of the major works attend to social movement driven forms of urban
renewal.13 One exception to this trend is the work of Doug Ruffin, Jr. Ruffin is a local
documentary filmmaker who has used his production skills to create documentaries on Buffalo’s
black history, including the work of local organizations and even the gang crisis in Buffalo. 14 By
combining the scholarship on Buffalo urban history and Black Power/Civil Rights studies, “They
Were Never Silent” pinpoints the central role of youth activists in Buffalo and their articulation
of a lost bottom-up approach to urban renewal possibilities for America’s cities
Methodologies
To complete this project, I relied on a combination of archival materials and light
ethnographic methods. Oral history interviews were conducted with former youth leaders,
individuals who occupied positions within local organizations, and a few residents who grew up
in Buffalo. Using the snowball method, I was able to conduct approximately sixteen interviews
that allowed me to gain a better sense of what Buffalo was like in the 1960s, the kinds of projects
that were undertaken by youth and adult leadership, and the underlying motivations for
community work. Aside from collecting oral histories, this project relied heavily on archival
documents housed at the William A. Miles Center for African and African-American Studies at
the Frank E. Merriweather Library, the Monroe Fordham Regional History Center at Buffalo
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State College, Special Collections at SUNY Buffalo, and The Grosvenor Room at the Buffalo &
Erie County Public Library. All of these archives are located in Buffalo, New York. I
supplemented this primary data with a rigorous examination of historical scholarship, theories
from educational studies, and the spatial analysis insights of urban studies.
Chapter Summaries
Chapter one situates the community response to urban renewal within a brief social
history of Buffalo’s black community. Using a combination of oral histories, remnants of
organization newsletters, newspaper articles, and secondary sources, this chapter explores some
of the following questions: Where did the influx of black migrants hail from? Where did they
reside once they arrived in the city? What was life like for black Buffalonians? What institutions
did they create for themselves? After providing some texture about black community formation,
the chapter ends with a discussion of two of Buffalo’s most prominent black organizations—the
NAACP and BUILD.
Chapter two explores four distinct responses to the challenging conditions faced by black
Buffalo. The official intent of government-directed urban renewal was to revitalize cities through
massive public works projects and slum clearance efforts. Yet, such top-down initiatives resulted
in modernized forms of discriminatory housing practices that confined black Buffalonians to the
East side and the construction of high-rise housing developments. Model Cities sought to correct
the negative outcomes of the brick and mortar approach above with a national anti-poverty
program that promoted citizen participation in urban planning. Model cities remained mired in
political bureaucracy while residents received limited benefits despite more community-centered
claims. As formal leaders squabbled over the physical redevelopment and bureaucratic control of
resources, black gangs, largely composed of high school dropouts, used their power to combat
drug activity in their neighborhoods and racialized violence in the schools. The BUILD
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organization responded to a general maltreatment of black students and parents within the school
system, by mobilizing community members to fight for their own school.
Chapter three identifies how Buffalo’s young activists developed their own blueprints to
address the problems seemingly ignored by official channels of power. Unbeknownst to many,
residents as young as sixteen, demanded the right to control their own programs while
advocating for the transformation of existing institutions. Teenagers merged the various aspects
of Black Power and Civil Rights movement strategies to create an alternate vision of urban
renewal with their own community centers, educational programming and job training centers as
part of larger efforts to rebuild Buffalo.
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Chapter One
Making Home in a Barren Land
“The ache for home lives in all of us, the safe place where we can go as we are and not be questioned.” Maya Angelou

Source: Rogovin, Milton. “East Side, Buffalo (Fish Market) 1960-69.”galleryluisotti.com

“Only a blind man would think that black people are so different from white people. Only
a fool would refuse to see that black people would eventually resort to violence to express their
natural need for freedom.”15 These are the piercing words that Eugene T. Reed delivered to an
audience full of intent listeners. It was October 20th, 1967, just a few months after the nation had
been rocked with an eruption of rebellions across its city streets. Dr. Eugene T. Reed, the former
New York State President of the NAACP, stood before members gathered for the annual
NAACP state convention in Albany, New York. People from every corner of New York State
listened as the keynote speaker delivered a message of hope interwoven with chastisement. Reed
challenged the NAACP and the nation, to consider the triggers of urban unrest, and the
organization’s responsibility to the black community. This bold stance in calling out the
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weaknesses of the organization, alongside the ineffectiveness of government policies, was
delivered in the midst of President Johnson’s national anti-poverty program. Dr. Reed made clear
that even ameliorating the conditions in black communities was not enough:
Some talk of raising the economic level of the black community. Some talk of giving it
better housing. Some talk of education and some even talk of reprisals...you can create
new jobs and pour billions into the so-called anti-poverty program, and, this will solve
nothing, although God knows we do need more money and jobs. In my judgment, all of
these problems only represent symptoms of a dreadful disease. Being symptoms, all one
can do is decrease the discomfort temporarily, with the recognition that they will re-occur
unless the real cause is eliminated.16
Instead of condemning the uprisings, Reed implored his listeners to consider the damnable
conditions that ignited the insurgence. Even more, the speech implied that the NAACP was not
living up to its potential in addressing the needs of black people. “If we fail, if we lose the
support of the Black Community, if we go backwards, the blame will not be with the National
Office. The blame will not be from outside. It will be because we were talking when we should
have been acting. I say to every leader and would-be leader here tonight...PUT UP OR SHUT
UP.”17
Reed’s speech dug beneath the surface of what was taking place in Buffalo and other
urban centers. The poor quality of life experienced by black Buffalonians during the late 1960s
was not a new problem. The rapid influx of black migrants into the city and their subsequent
confinement to the east side of Buffalo left residents vulnerable to many issues that had not been
anticipated upon their arrival. One incidence of police brutality may have been the spark that
triggered an explosion in 1967, but long-term institutional and interpersonal acts of racism had
perpetually disturbed the lives of black citizens in the form of residential segregation, job
discrimination, poor educational facilities, etc. An unrelenting and systemic experience of racial
inequality created the conditions that were breeding tension all along; the damaging disease to
which Reed boldly called out. And yet Black Buffalonians never let racism fully define their
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lives. They built a community of vibrant institutions that cultivated the political consciousness
where bottom-up and youth-driven visions of Urban Renewal were cultivated towards building a
more humane city.
To understand why Reed called on the NAACP to take up the challenge of eradicating
the pervasive disease of racism crippling the black community, this chapter will map out the
racial contours of black life in Buffalo. By analyzing census records, city housing reports, oral
histories, and news reports, we can better understand how black Buffalonians made space for
themselves in the face of conditions that made Buffalo fertile ground for an uprising. Black
migrants did not simply settle into northern cities. They carved out a vibrant community situated
in bland residential spaces of racial despair.
Black Settlement in Buffalo
As a former manufacturing city on the eastern shore of Lake Erie, Buffalo has long been
a place for migrants across the world to come in search of work. Even after the Great
Depression, Buffalo’s economy was closely tied to industry. Iron, steel, flour, grain mill
products, chemical and automobile industries were the foundation of Buffalo’s economy in the
1940s. Promise of greater economic opportunity during and after World War II created one of
the largest spikes in black population growth for the city. Individuals like John W. White, left
Birmingham, Alabama and settled in Buffalo to work at some of the major factories. Places like
the Chevrolet Plant, Bethlehem Steel, the Railroad Company, and American Standard, were a
few of the main job opportunities. Although these jobs were not plentiful, black workers who
managed to gain access would send word to friends and family members in the south. Regardless
of economic opportunity, there were also masses of people who fled the violent terror of the Jim
Crow south. When White migrated to Buffalo, he was fortunate enough to always maintain more
than one job. According to White’s daughter, Verdis Griffin, Mr. White was an educated and
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skillful man in the South. Along with graduating from a two-year business school, he was also a
talented baseball player. Griffin remembered, “My father was a major baseball fan... He played
in the Negro Baseball League before he moved to the North and he even got an opportunity to be
drafted to minor league baseball but he didn’t go...He was in the Negro league and he got
scouted for the minor league, which were the teams that most Negro players played in before
they started taking them to the major league.”18 Even with these unique accomplishments, John
White was among the many African Americans fleeing the South.
White’s story coincided with what historians refer to as the Second Great Migration.
Between 1940 and 1970, approximately five million black southerners relocated to the North, the
Mideast and the West. Buffalo, a city that had only housed 13,563 African Americans in 1930,
became home to 94,329 black migrants by 1970.19 The family of Jean Adams was among the
many southern families that settled in Buffalo. Jean was born in the Northeast, but her
grandfather migrated to the city from Birmingham, Alabama: “My grandfather came in the early
‘40s—mid-forties I should say...My grandfather was the key and the first person to come. He got
a job at Allied Chemicals; they used to call it National Allied. It was a chemical plant and he got
jobs for my father, his sons, and even my aunt. My grandfather brought people here, and he
became, quote: the man, so to speak.”20 As seen in the example of John White, it was no
coincidence that Adams’ grandfather left the South during the 1940s. According to urban studies
expert, Dr. Henry Louis Taylor, Jr., “an increased demand for industrial production fed the
migration,”21 and attracted many African Americans to the middle-sized city in Upstate New
York. In many cases, family members or friends who moved up North spread the word about job
opportunities. Those who relocated would then return to the South, or send for the people that
they left behind. Jean describes her grandfather as “the key” because he was the first to migrate
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from the family hometown of Birmingham Alabama. Among the people that Jean’s grandfather
helped bring to Buffalo, was John W. White.
While the fathers of Jean Adams and Verdis Griffin successfully found employment,
many citizens recognized that their dream of opportunity in the North wasn’t easily realized. The
effects of deindustrialization were beginning to take its course and the wartime prosperity of
Buffalo was receding. The effects of deindustrialization were beginning to take its course and
Buffalo was declining fast. Between 1950 and 1960, Buffalo’s total labor force plummeted from
232,522 workers to 198,285.22 During the 1940s, when the first major black population boom
occurred, the city’s unemployment rate was concerning. With an average unemployment rate of
17.3%, slightly more than 25% of black residents were jobless.23 Moreover, black workers were
tracked into low skilled labor jobs that were usually dangerous and allowed no room for social
mobility. Regardless of these disagreeable circumstances, migrants continued to pour into
Buffalo for at least three possible reasons. First, migrants were likely unaware of the pattern of
decline in Buffalo because they were usually brought over by friends and family who had
relocated and found jobs. Second, whatever the economic situation in Buffalo, it was still than
the Jim Crow south. Last, civic organizations such as the Buffalo Urban League had established
services to assist the black community before the second great migration. Established in 1926,
the Buffalo Urban League was an interracial civil rights group dedicated to alleviating the plight
of black migrants. Among the most critical services that they desired to provide was an industrial
program which, “would help place black workers into adequate employment positions.”24 The
Urban League also spoke out against discriminatory housing practices. In Buffalo’s case, a lack
of economic opportunity combined with the growing number of black residents eventually led to
a concentration of poverty in black areas.
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Prior to the massive flood of black people from the south, Buffalo was already racially
segregated. The city was divided into 12 districts: Riverside, North Park, University, Niagara,
Elmwood, Masten Park, East Delavan, Central, Ellicott, East Side, Buffalo River, and South
Park. In a map of Buffalo’s ethnic heritage, the image below reflects what racial segregation
looked like in the 1920s. The Polish dominated the Riverside district, the East Side and South
Park. English Canadians settled in North Park, Niagara, and Elmwood. A portion of Central
district was largely populated by Italians. Most Germans lived in the East Delavan district and a
decent Irish population lived by the Buffalo River. Even within these neighborhoods, there were
many other races/ethnicities represented. Croatians, Slovaks, Romanians, Hungarians, Serbians,
Jews, Greeks and Swedes could also be found in Buffalo, but they constituted a smaller
population than the other groups.
As black people poured into the city, they mainly settled on the east side of Buffalo.
More specifically, black Buffalonians largely resided in Ellicott and Central districts—two of the
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most severely overcrowded districts in Buffalo. The Ellicott District was one of the smallest
districts in the city, but it consisted of twelve neighborhoods and more than 41,000 people on
only 1,350 acres of land.25 As a result, overcrowding, health complications, and higher mortality
rates were just a few of the symptoms affecting the black community. According to one study,
the surrounding area of the Central Business District contained, “The highest concentrations of
structures with deficiencies, renter occupied units, housing units lacking adequate plumbing
facilities, overcrowded units, vacant units, low property values and non-white occupied
units…”26 Tracking black people into depressed neighborhoods was strategic. It would be
difficult to argue that migrants who came between 1940 and 1970 had a desire to live in one of
the city’s worst communities. Even if Ellicott and Central district were not such terrible places to
live before the population spike, as more and more black people moved in, the neighborhood
conditions worsened. Political scientist Neil Kraus explains that black Buffalonians lived in
terrible conditions because new housing was not created to accommodate the population that
arrived.27 Based on the reports conducted by City Planning Associates-East, Inc. in the early
1960s, Black migrants were living in some of the oldest houses in buffalo, even dating back to
the late nineteenth century.28
Although the map above clearly delineates racially/ethnically distinct neighborhoods,
class was also an integral part of urban settlement patterns. In the 1930s, the Buffalo Municipal
Housing Authority generated residential maps that showed occupation was the strongest
determinant of residential location because over 200 manufacturing firms were located on the
East Side.29 In “The Historical Roots of the Crisis in Housing Affordability,” Taylor
acknowledges that black residents did occupy some of the worst housing in the city, but they
lived side by side with the white working class as well.30 This raises the issue of not only job
location, but affordability. Simply put, people settle where they could afford to live. As
17

newcomers seeking to gain more economic opportunity, the East Side was likely the most
affordable place to settle because it was the least kept area of the city. Still, while whites were
able to live in neighborhoods according to economic stability; African Americans were zoned
into segregated neighborhoods without regard to a family’s particular economic circumstances.
Issues of occupation and class were compounded by racially restrictive covenants and
harmful development (which will be discussed further in the following chapter). Racially
restrictive covenants (“contractual agreements that prohibit the purchase, lease, or occupation of
a piece of property by a particular group of people, usually African Americans.”31) were not the
sole reason for residential segregation, but they were still a critical component in the racial
makeup of Buffalo’s neighborhoods. Between 1935 and 1940—just before the boost in African
American resettlement—the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation was commissioned by the Home
Loan Bank Board to generate
residential security maps for more
than 230 cities.32 The purpose of
the maps were to depict the
desirability of neighborhoods and
the amount of risk mortgage
lenders would be taking by
providing home loans in particular
areas. The higher concentration of
yellow and red on the East and
West Sides of Buffalo were an
indication that these areas
presented the most risk.
18

Historically, areas with black and brown residents were marked as red with little regard for
housing stock or neighborhood quality because blackness was viewed as a financial risk. Banks
and other investors used these maps to determine where they would invest or financially support
areas for economic development.33 Fed up with the pattern of exclusion, black clergy and lay
members from the Buffalo Area Council of Churches banded together to form the Housing
Opportunities Made Equal organization.34 Currently located at 1542 Main Street, HOME is a
civil rights organization that was founded in 1963 to combat housing discrimination in the
Buffalo-Niagara region.
While the residential issues of African Americans are quite well known, we often
underestimate how these conditions affected youth as much as adults. Residential segregation
and poor housing quality were just the first of many long-term structural issues in the black
community. The reason why complexities surrounding neighborhoods and housing are
highlighted first is because schools were reflections of their neighborhoods, which means that
black students usually attended racially segregated and underfunded schools. Educational
inequity continued for so long that in 1976, Buffalo’s federal court found the city government
guilty of intentionally segregating neighborhoods.35 Inadequate school conditions may have led
to a devastating number of uneducated black residents but also unequal chances in the labor
market. On November 5th, 1964, The Buffalo Evening News used data from the national Urban
League to report that 78% of the black population in Buffalo, over the age of 25, were
dropouts.36 This municipally targeted mismanagement of Black education is one factor that
contributed to elevated unemployment rates. Undoubtedly, the conditions of the urban landscape
that youth inherited shaped their social realities and by extension their political consciousness.
Leisure, Community Formation & Political Consciousness
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Living on the East Side of Buffalo came with its fair share of problems, but African
Americans established a community for themselves by forming both political organizations and
social outlets. Neighborhood children would play out on the streets until dusk. Youth anxiously
awaited the popular days for going to Main Roller Rink. The tired bodies of factory men piled
into bars on payday as they sought a release from the robotic toil of an over-forty hour work
week. A mixture of the day’s latest tunes filled the air as men and women danced the night away
at the nearest house party. One reveler recalled: “Back during that time people had house parties,
they did things to raise money, you’ve probably heard something of rent parties—those were
more popular in New York City, but people in Buffalo had house parties where they fried up
chicken and whatever else was sold. They had food and liquor and they had card games, all that
sort of stuff.”37 Long time Buffalo resident Jean Adams remembers that teenagers who could not
attend these parties found time for their own fun on Friday nights in the form of dance clubs like
the Dellwood Ballroom. Along with the common bond formed through working, eating and
partying together, Jefferson Avenue was like a mecca of black entertainment. She remembered
“Jefferson ‘cause that was the place to be back in the day… All of your needs could be met at
some point on Jefferson.”38 Overflowing with business and entertainment venues, the avenue
was the hotspot for most of black Buffalo. Adams continues, “When we were young teens,
Jefferson was where everything was happening. There were times when we as teenagers would
just walk up to Jefferson just to walk up and down the street to see what was going on. You had
fifteen cent hamburgers down at Southampton where Burgerland was and there were so many
black business businesses along the way.”39 On any given day, residents could be found doing
anything from jewelry shopping to shoe searching. If not entertained by the buzz of the street and
the friendly gatherings that took place, some spent their free time at the Apollo movie theatre or
grabbed a bite to eat at the Tropical Hut. For those interested in unwinding at the end of a long
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day, The Pine Grill Nightclub was a popular spot to enjoy jazz and other entertainment. Whether
banking in the morning or immersing oneself in the nightlife, Buffalonians young and old could
be found strolling along the Ave, dressed to impress. Many older black residents today can recall
The Little Harlem Hotel, Henry’s Hamburgers, or Scotty’s Steakhouse. Save a few exceptions,
anything one could possibly want or need was found on Jefferson.40
In all of its grandeur, Jefferson Avenue still was not the sole location for entertainment
outside of house parties. Jefferson was significant because it was situated within the black
community, but residents still travelled to other parts of town to indulge in social activities. One
such place was the Memorial Auditorium. Memorial Auditorium was an indoor arena that hosted
major sporting events and other activities. Residents who could afford it also flocked to the
auditorium where big time artists like James Brown came to perform. When the social routine in
Buffalo grew tiresome for younger residents, families took the Crystal Beach boat from
downtown, the Crystal Beach bus, or drove themselves to the Crystal Beach amusement park in
Canada.
Although recreational spaces are generally believed to be safe havens from the drama of
everyday life, racial tensions continuously forced blurred lines between leisure and politics. The
Crystal Beach “riot” of 1956 was an unfortunate reminder that African Americans could find rest
from torturous labor, but not always solace from the dangers of racial violence. On May 30th,
1956, a quarrel arose between black and white riders on the Canadiana—the boat that
transported citizens from Buffalo to Crystal Beach. A white soldier was pushed into Lake Erie
after he and his fellow servicemen directed racial insults toward a group of black teenagers.41
This incident preceded a day full of racial animosity at the park. Petty skirmishes throughout the
day resulted in a brawl between white and African American young men at the park. According
to historian, Victoria Wolcott, officers even claimed the white men roamed around the park
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“absolutely intent to injure and maim any colored person in sight.”42 The fight to enjoy
recreational spaces that were available for white counterparts was a constant struggle. As a
result, black leisure was intricately tied to ideas of community empowerment.
Even before the events at Crystal Beach, social spaces provided the means for Black
political consciousness to be molded, challenged, and solidified. For instance, the establishment
of the Colored Musicians Club in 1917 highlighted the intersection between leisure and political
action. According to the Constitution of the club, its purpose was;
“[To] foster the principles of unity and cooperation among the colored musicians of Erie County,
N.Y.; to develop and promote the civic, social, recreational and physical well-being of its
members; to improve and enhance the professional and economic status of its members; to
stimulate its members to greater musical expression; to encourage and develop a fuller
appreciation of music on the part of its members and the public; and generally to unite its
members in the bonds of friendship, good fellowship and mutual understanding.”43
The Colored Musicians Club
was created because the original
musician’s club prohibited black
membership. Buffalo’s black
musicians made history by
coming together to form a space
of their own. From Lena Horne
to Ella Fitzgerald, Nat “King”
Cole and John Coltrane, some of
www.buffalovibe.com

the biggest names in show business could be spotted at this jazz hub on the East Side of
Buffalo.44
Today, Buffalo’s Colored Musicians Club is the last standing African-American musician’s club
from the early 1900s. While the upstairs still serves as a place for musicians to gather, the
downstairs was converted into a museum for people to learn about the rich history behind the
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building. Just as this historic site emerged out of racial struggle, the circumstances under which
black communities created their leisure spaces made them inseparable from having at least some
political component. However, fighting for access to public space went beyond the leisure realm.
From employment to education and beyond, Black Buffalo struggled for the right to enjoy the
fruits of the city.
To Be Black in Buffalo
Discrimination shaped the creation of separate black recreational spaces but it also gave
rise to civic and political action. On December 19th 1978, the local NAACP branch received a
letter from Mr. Samuel Brown, Sr., the former Assistant Supervisor of Employment at
Chevrolet-Tonawanda (a division of General Motors). Mr. Brown was the first AfricanAmerican to ever occupy such a position and he was expected to act as a liaison between General
Motors and the Black community. During his short period of service, Mr. Brown witnessed
firsthand the struggles that black people faced in the workplace as a questionable number of
black workers were fired without his office being able to intervene in the manner.45 Fed up with
the unjust and unexplained firing of black workers, the assistant supervisor decided to file a class
action suit against General Motors. Stressful interactions in the workplace coupled with his
eventual release from General Motors, caused Brown to develop psoriasis and the company
refused to compensate Brown for his health complications.46 Unfortunately, Mr. Brown’s case
was only one of many stories detailing unjust firing practices that disproportionately affected
black people in the workplace. History suggests that exorbitant unemployment rates were not
solely the result of poor education or individual incidents of racism. Whether intentionally or not,
there were various ways black people were systematically excluded from developments that
could benefit their social sustainability. For example, the State University at Buffalo
consistently maintained structural exclusion. The institution’s greatest failure to the city of
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Buffalo in general and black residents in particular, was the decision to shift the focus of its
institutional footprint towards suburbia during the period known as “white flight.”
The State University of New York at Buffalo (UB) gained more popularity in the area
and additional acreage was needed to accommodate the growing demands of the campus. As a
result, trustees began searching for attractive locations where UB could construct a new campus
beyond its Main Street location. According to Neil Kraus, while “five sites were officially under
study, by 1965 it had become clear that only two of the sites were under serious consideration,
one in the suburban town of Amherst, located northeast of the city, and the other at a site south
of downtown on the Lake Erie water- front.”47 For obvious reasons, many black community
members and organizations advocated for the selection of the city location. The development of
a new campus within the city, serving thousands of students, would undoubtedly help stimulate
the economy, provide job opportunities, and other valuable resources. Yet, the proposition of an
urban campus was not consistent with the public policy trends. According to Kraus, “Throughout
the 1960s, New York had been constructing new SUNY campuses in suburban and rural
locations across the state, and the new Buffalo campus proved to be no exception to this trend.”48
In the battle between the urban and the suburban, suburbia was winning. White residents and
capital left the city just as African Americans were arriving. UB followed the prevailing trend. In
June of 1964, UB’s board of trustees released an official statement of their decision to buy land
in Amherst, NY.49 The board chose a site to the detriment of the black community and this
decision marked just the beginning of a pattern where black Buffalonians sat on the margins of
regional development.
In 1967, the legendary Arthur O. Eve—a first year assemblyman of the 141st district who
later championed the effort to launch the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) in New York
State—shed light on the issue of black marginalization: “The Buffalo Negro wants to work at the
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Veterans Administration Hospital and who has to be there at 6 a.m. can’t get a bus out there.
There are jobs available but we can’t get to them. There are hundreds of jobs available outside
the city, but there are no buses to get to them. We are being cut off—left in a
reservation.”50 Eve’s speech was meant to serve as an encouragement to the 200 teenagers and
young adults who had gathered to create their own militant organization by the name of Us Now.
His message to the youth must be situated within a period of metropolitan reorganization
nationally, where black urbanites struggled to recognize how they were being cut off from
prosperity shifting from city to suburb; seeking ways to solve the problems in their community
amidst the restructuring of regional power.
In the rare instances when black people were allowed to work in predominantly white
spaces, they were subjected to harassment and racial profiling. One black woman, who was a
former management trainee at Sears & Roebuck located in the Eastern Hills Mall, provides
important insights into how racial profiling, sexual harassment, and discrimination were a
normalized aspect of work life. The fact that she was even able to work at the Eastern Hills Mall
during the 1970s can be credited to the B.U.I.L.D (Build, Unity, Integrity, Leadership and
Dignity) organization—Buffalo’s primary black power organization.51 Her job was part of
BUILDs initiatives to help black residents secure jobs by integrating them into places with little
employment diversity. The woman explains, “...they needed young, black, educated, people to
integrate, working at Sears because they only had maybe one or two sales people in that Sears
that were black...But at eastern hills they didn’t have anybody. So I got hired…”52 Being in the
first group of African-Americans to work at the Sears & Roebuck in the Eastern Hills Mall came
at a cost. This woman described the dehumanizing treatment that black people were subjected to
when they stepped onto the premises; “...we had to wear a red badge to be out on the property at
eastern hills. There was a bus that went there but it didn’t go on the property, it went to transit
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road and main. You had to walk all the way like a half mile to the property and we were subject
to being stopped by security to see what we were doing out there. And they would follow us
around.”53 If being branded by wearing a badge to justify one’s presence in a white space was
not enough, black women also endured sexual harassment while on the job. The respondent was
under the impression that she was the only one who had been inappropriately touched by white
male co-workers. Unfortunately, even once she found out that she was not alone, the women did
not proceed with further action. She remembers, “I found out from some other black young
ladies that worked there that the same thing happened to them. But we didn’t know how to come
together because we needed our jobs to feed our families.”54 In the examples above, it is clear
that integrating work spaces was not the final answer to addressing years of racial discrimination.
Once on the job, black Buffalonians were seemingly defenseless against the consequences of
racial prejudice if they wanted to keep their jobs. Black Buffalo had to organize.
A History of Black Organizing
Stories of harassment reveal at least one of the reasons why Buffalo needed political
organizations to stand in support of the common people. Out of the 600+ black organizations in
Buffalo,55 most of them can be divided into three categories: older national groups, newer
national groups, and local organizations. In fact, the reason we are even aware of many injustices
endured by residents is because of the social advocacy spearheaded by community organizations
that struggled to sustain Black people. The older national organizations consisted of groups
including the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Buffalo
Urban League, and Marcus Garvey’s Black Nationalist Universal Negro Improvement
Association (UNIA). With the exception of the NAACP, whose Buffalo chapter was founded in
1915, most of the older national groups were founded during the 1920s. Buffalo’s support for
national groups demonstrated that residents had a strong racial consciousness and desires to
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improve their status in America before black residents were constricted to ghetto neighborhoods.
As the population grew and the needs in the black community became more complex, political
organizing increased. Despite their age, all of the above organizations remain active in Buffalo.
In contrast to the original black organizations, most of the national groups that emerged
between 1950 and 1970 are now obsolete. The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC), the National Committee to Combat Fascism (NCCF)—an arm of the Black Panther
Party, and a chapter of the Black Workers Congress are a few national groups active in the
1960s. As this list shows, the nature of groups rising in Buffalo during the mid-twentieth century
looked very different than the composition of groups founded in the 1920s. With the exception of
the UNIA, who expressed radical separatist ideas in an effort to garner support for black nation
building, most of the earlier national organizations attempted to address black issues though an
integrationist lens. In their distribution of literature, groups like SNCC demonstrated how black
activism in Buffalo was growing more militant. In “An Open Letter to the Black Brothers and
Sisters in Buffalo, New York,” SNCC made multiple references to power, sacrifice, and death in
the struggle for black liberation. The idea of sacrificing for power is an important theme within
the letter, especially because the document closes by stating: “to black people within the city of
Buffalo, who are our age and older, we were made to do or die for the kids who come after us,
there should be the reason why ‘Black Power.”56
Even though Buffalo’s iteration of SNCC identified with black power, the letter does not
suggest that Black Power was the predominant movement of the time. In a statement responding
to the conditions that produced the uprising of 1967, the letter reads, “Understanding one thing
about the black movement. Right now it is a people’s movement. Rebellions are created because
of conditions produced by the system.” Rather than referring to a Civil Rights or Black Power
movement, the author uses the phrase ‘black movement.’ Whether intentional or not, this phrase
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transcends petty skirmishes over historiographical debates about the political focus of this critical
period. However, SNCC does propose that their philosophy is more relevant than that of other
organizations: “A grave percentage of the fault lie within the capabilities of the so-called leaders
who failed to realize the growing dangers...who have failed to realize the answer to our problem
is not integration, but institutional racism that gives way to individual racism.” Civil rights
groups are not explicitly called out in this letter, but they were known as the largest proponents
of integration. Therefore, SNCC was implicitly blaming civil rights organizations and their
discrete vision of racial harmony for the persisting conditions in the black community that gave
rise to the riot.
Even if black power tactics were perceived as more relevant, they were not always more
effective. The short-lived nature of Buffalo’s local chapter of the Black Panther Party was a
testament to the challenges faced by organizations. The National Committee to Combat Fascism
(NCCF), an arm of the Black Panther Party, became official in the late 1960s and dissolved in
the early ‘70s following various raids from the Buffalo Police Department. When talking to
Brenda Brown, a former member of the party, she believed that the changing composition of the
group caused its demise: “The wrong entities got into the party those that had ulterior motives. It
became more of personal gain stuff instead of for the community.”57 In talking to Brown and
reviewing the few archived articles on the local party, there were two other forces that could
have doomed the group’s life chances before they even began. First the NCCF came into
existence under a shroud of political divisiveness and second, the organization endured hypersurveillance from law enforcement agencies.
Before becoming NCCF, or locally referred to as “the panthers,” the group was actually
called BAM—the Black Action Movement. BAM was based out of Buffalo State College and
consisted of a small core group of young men and women. Among some of the male names that
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Brenda Brown could recall were Gaston Custor, Freeman and Farrell Tate (the twins), Clay
Silver, Scotty, Michael Shannon, Willie Judson and Eric Daltry. Besides herself, the other
women in the group were Phyllis Ruffin, Jacky White, Evelyn Scott, Antoinette Wilson and
Marsha White-Allen.58 When this small group emerged, they were a vibrant set of young college
students mainly concerned with issues of equality and representation at Buffalo State. Brown
expressed, “what they were more concerned about at that time was having more activities geared
toward them.”59 As the daughter of a minister who was not particularly fond of direct action
tactics, Brown knew that she had to “pick her battles wisely” as she gathered with fellow black
students in the student union to fight for more activities catered toward their demographic.60 Yet,
Brown nor the rest of BAM could predict that their days of participating in sit-ins or marches
would transition into an affiliation with the National Black Panther Party.
After inviting three members from the New York City chapter of the Black Panther Party
to participate on a panel at Buffalo State College, the panthers invited some of the members of
BAM to New York to see how the panther office was operated. From what Brown could
remember, the visiting BAM members registered the group to become a local chapter of the
Black Panthers without consulting with the rest of the organization. The impulsive decision
marked the beginning of NCCF’s unstable existence. The Tate brothers, the twins who
functioned as natural leaders of the group, were beyond displeased with the decision. According
to Brown, some of these concerns stemmed from group members not wanting to lose their
independent identity or have to pay dues to the national office.61 Even though the group had been
signed up, becoming an official chapter of the Black Panther Party was a process.
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According to Nat Shanks, an officer at the Ministry of Information of the Black Panther
Party in New York City, Buffalo would have to prove itself before being officially welcomed
into the fold. “Buffalo has a breakfast program,” said Shanks, “but they are newly organized and
haven’t become involved in all
of the national programs yet.”62
Even after developing stronger
programs, the BPP had strict
expectations.
Along with memorizing the 25
rules of the BPP and their 10point program, the Ministry
sent deputies to Buffalo to teach
classes and “every panther in a

Provided by Brenda Brown

leadership capacity must read at least two hours a day,” in order to develop “political
maturity.”63 The purpose of the BPP was to help the community, but widespread fear and
misconceptions about the group rendered them vulnerable to police harassment. Before gaining
official BPP status, Buffalo’s NCCF leader, Kevin Blackford, made complaints about his group
being harassed by FBI agents. For Shank, this was not surprising: “the operation in Buffalo is
indicative of the reception received by NCCF and Black Panther chapters all over the
country...the oppression in Buffalo will intensify once the NCCF becomes a Panther chapter.”64
Shanks’ prediction proved to be correct. In the months to follow, the NCCF headquarters,
located on 299 East Ferry Street was raided several times and in 1970 they were evicted from
their headquarters.65 Even more, Kevin Blackford was eventually forced to go underground.66
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Though Brenda Brown saw changing membership as a key factor in the demise of the group,
instability and police harassment certainly contributed to the group’s local disintegration.
The last wave of black organizations that emerged in Buffalo were either locally specific
or groups that were a result of President Johnson’s War on Poverty. Black Buffalonians were not
the only people feeling the pain of deindustrialization. During the 1960s, the national
unemployment rate skyrocketed. Under Johnson’s Presidency, Congress passed the Economic
Opportunity Act. The purpose of the act was to ameliorate the conditions of poverty. The
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 spurred the creation of federally regulated local community
action agencies. VISTA, JobCorp, Community Action Program, and Head Start were the main
programs that came out of the Economic Office of Opportunity (OEO).
Lastly, places of faith were critical during this period in Buffalo’s history. Of the
organizations that existed in Buffalo during the mid-twentieth century, many churches also
included a vital political component in their work. Whatever social rituals black people took part
in during the week, the church remained a central gathering place on Sunday mornings.
Categorizing the church as a space of leisure or politics might be a stretch, but it was another
social space where these distinctions became more fluid. Ministers used their religious platform
to organize residents around the issues affecting their daily lives. There were many influential
pastors, but one man that inspired both the young and old was Rev. James Hemphill.
Hemphill was the pastor of Walls Memorial AME Zion Church and the founder of the
first Head Start in the country.67 Pastor Hemphill also created the Minority Coalition of Black
Workers, a group that advocated for pre-apprenticeship programs to hire people of color in the
local trade unions during the late 1960s and early 70s.68 Hemphill was not the first, nor the last,
to use church as a means to coalesce spiritual and political activity. The tradition of using the
church as a political space was brought with migrants from the south: “They left communities in
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the South where the Black church and family formed the core of the community along with
fraternal societies and a variety of civic and social organizations and Black businesses.”69 These
black residents were not just swept up into the struggle for civil rights and black self-sufficiency
as a result of the conditions they faced once they arrived in Buffalo. Black migrants had a history
of community building in the South, which prepared them to take on a similar task of organizing
in Buffalo. When Bennett Smith came to Buffalo in the early 1970s, he used this knowledge of
southern history to inform his leadership over Buffalo’s largest and wealthiest black church—St.
John Baptist Church. According to historian Sherri Leronda Wallace, “…members were strongly
encouraged to register to vote and to participate in social and political events, and the church
routinely held activities at the church designed to facilitate community electoral mobilization.”70
Local politics were stitched into the fabric of the black church. Thus, it was no coincidence that
civil rights and black power affiliated organizations had a fair amount of leaders who also served
as clergy.
NAACP & BUILD
Two of the most powerful political organizations in Buffalo during the 1960s and ‘70s
were the NAACP and BUILD. Prior to BUILD’s emergence in the community, the NAACP had
very deep roots in the Western New York area. Renowned scholar and activist W.E.B. Du Bois
held an organizational meeting in Buffalo, N.Y. in July of 1905 to initiate the formation of a new
civil rights organization. After the July 11th meeting in Buffalo, a conference of representatives
from various states reconvened in Fort Erie Ontario, Canada where the group made plans to
formalize itself as The Niagara Movement. When the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People was established in 1909, it was based on the principals of the Niagara
Movement. Buffalo did not establish its own local chapter until 1915, but the city played a
central role during the formative years of the national organization’s history.
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Sadly, Buffalo’s NAACP chapter, located on the corner of Jefferson and East Ferry
Street, lost most of its historical documents when the site burned down in the late 1960s. Hence,
there is little primary source evidence to analyze in reconstructing a history of the organization’s
relationship to the community and the goals that it accomplished. Still, the organization’s
intended goal is indisputable, “The focus of the NAACP from its inception was to fight
segregation in schools, housing, public accommodations, denial of employment, voting rights,
lynching and other violence against black citizens.”71 Scant resources exist to evaluate the
Buffalo branch according to its stated aims. However, local leaders must have experienced some
level of success in Buffalo since two of its presidents later went on to become leaders of the New
York State Chapter: Raphael DuBard and Donald Lee. More importantly, these presidents served
during the late 1950s and early 1960s when the organization was experiencing some of its most
challenging times in Buffalo.
Of the documents that remain, it appears that the Buffalo branch struggled to gain
significant community support during the 1960s. Consequently, the organization spent most of
1967 immersed in a membership campaign. According to a letter written by Madeline Easley—
the chairman of the local membership committee—the organization needed to reach a quota of
2,500 members by the end of the year.72 At the beginning of the same year, the organization only
had a membership of about 500 people. Due to their shrinking membership numbers, the Board
of Executives received a concerning, and possibly chastising, letter from the national field
director of representatives. Easley responded in defense of local executive board members. After
outlining the number of memberships each executive director had gained, Easley explains, “This
is certainly not outstanding for a city the size of Buffalo, but compared to the record for 1965
and 1966, it would appear that we are trying.”73 At the same time that leaders were under
immense pressure nationally, there were growing tensions between competing local civic and
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political organizations. Buffalo’s NAACP openly admitted that their emphasis on legal action
caused some friction during the 60s. Historian Madeline Scott contends, “During the early
sixties, the NAACP had to adjust to the emergence of several new civil rights
organizations. These groups were seen to be more aggressive than the NAACP and their
leadership often complained about the NAACP. They charged the Association was too wedded
to a program of legal action and negotiations.”74 The NAACP sought reform for social
conditions through class action law suits, but there was an increasing demand for new political
strategies to assist black residents in transforming their social and economic standing in Buffalo.
A few months before the 1967 uprising, members of the East Side Community
Organization (ESCO) had successfully formed the Build Unity Independence Liberty Dignity
(BUILD) organization with the help of Chicago community organizer, Saul Alinsky. 75 Saul
Alinsky was an effective Chicago-based activist and the co-founder of the Industrial Areas
Foundation (IAF). The IAF was a national community-organizing network that helped local
religious and civic organizations build federations to strengthen community leadership. 76
Devoted to seeing a more equitable future, Alinsky travelled to various cities working with local
leaders and helped them develop a democratic institution to serve the expressed needs of the
community. ESCO managed to bring Alinsky to Buffalo and the BUILD organization was
formed in 1966. BUILD was a federation of more than 100 black organizations and a host of
subcommittees.77 The education committee, recreation committee, jobs and economic
development, housing, health, law & court, and fundraising committee, were commissioned to
address specific issues in the city of Buffalo.
Even more, BUILD was a unique outlet for Buffalonians because of its distinction from
the local NAACP. Charley Fisher, who was close to BUILD leaders as a youth and later became
the president of the organization, explains why groups like BUILD were unique: “Different from
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the NAACP, Southern Leadership Conference, and the Urban League, they [BUILD] were the
‘60s more radicalized, organized, sleeker, faster, sharper organizations.”78 BUILD was not a part
of a national network, but its presence in Buffalo was indicative of a national phenomenon.
Black Americans were desperate for other means of combatting social issues aside from the
model that had been provided for them through traditional civil rights groups. BUILD’s
popularity during its early years was a testament to the desire for new approaches. Fisher
continues, “First of all, Mr. Gaiter and the BUILD organization quickly came on the scene as the
protest organization. NAACP was the letter writing organization...BUILD was the one who
would go down, twenty or thirty deep, based on a complaint of say, caseworker abuse at the
social services, show up screaming and hollering and would bully their way right into the office
and confront that caseworker who was calling people names.”79 When Mr. Fisher referenced the
NAACP as the letter writing organization, he was referring to the organization’s reputation for
litigation.
While there could be many reasons for the disparity in membership between a declining
NAACP and a growing BUILD, Fisher suggests that an ideological shift in the black community,
both locally and nationally was central. BUILD was the “face of angry black people who were
sick and tired of being sick and tired….These people weren’t the letter writing type of group and
that national phenomenon was occurring right in Buffalo right before his eyes. There was the
Civil Rights leadership, the clergy leadership, there was the political leadership, and then there
was BUILD. The action group, the tree shaking group, the cuss you out group, and it was very,
very, very controversial.”80 But black activism in Buffalo was not quite so simple. The various
organizations in Buffalo challenge common generalizations about civil rights and black power
groups. It is not uncommon for Civil Rights to be portrayed as a clergy movement and Black
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Power as a young rebel movement, but the history of BUILD in Buffalo does not exactly confirm
this narrative of an elite/working-class distinction.
It is tempting to label BUILD as a more down to earth or a working class organization
because of the outstanding leadership of President William L. Gaiter, who worked as a city bus
driver. Nevertheless, Bill Gaiter was not the first president of the organization—he was the
second. Reverend Frank Emmanuel of DeLaine-Waring African Methodist Episcopal Church
was the first president of the BUILD organization and was preceded by two more reverends.
Thus, black power in Buffalo was not dominated by radicalized youth or ex-cons, like it has been
described in places like Oakland, California. From the perspective of Doug Ruffin, a former
leader within the BUILD organization, clergy leadership of the organization was a wise move.
Ruffin explains, “because my father was a minister here, I always saw that whenever things got
tough, people would start threatening the heads of any movement like that, and they threatened
their jobs. So you’re only as powerful as that last paycheck and when somebody tells you that
you’re not gonna feed your family, that you’re not gonna be able to pay for your mortgage or
your rent, then all of a sudden your views kind of change.”81 Since the community paid black
clergy’s salaries, they were less susceptible to outside financial threats.
Contrary to the suggestion that leadership in Buffalo was divided into separate camps of
civil rights, clergy, politicians and Black Power; BUILD was actually a point of intersection.
Ruffin quit his civil service job to work for BUILD because he saw something in the
organization that the NAACP did not possess: “BUILD was on the street. It was a group that was
meeting you where you were at. It had people who were college professors and it had people
who fell out of the bars. *laughs* It really didn’t matter what your status was, there was
something there for you.”82 Based on this description, it would be unfair to claim that the
NAACP's elitist leadership was at fault for their struggle to make a meaningful connection with
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black residents. A more reasonable conclusion would be to assert that the flexible structure of
BUILD and its composition of more full time leaders enabled it to reach a larger audience. To
individuals like Mr. Ruffin, the local NAACP was more like a “part-time” organization whose
leaders all had different careers. Yet, when people in power came to negotiate with the
community concerning their problems, or to offer funding for different programs, the NAACP
was always the first one brought to the table.83 Ruffin credits the NAACP for the important
litigation that they carried out, but argues they were not very engaged with or even representative
of the broader black community. BUILD and other community organizations filled the role of
community engagement, but had to protest for a seat at the official table.
Tensions between BUILD and the NAACP are a common tale of opposing views
between groups with similar goals. Community development is the common interest that Buffalo
organizations, business leaders, city planners and politicians share. It is the opposing views of
what development should look like, whom it should benefit, and where it should take place that
often pits these groups against each other. The following chapter will analyze different
approaches to urban renewal through the varied lens of city government, community organizing,
and youth gang activity.
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Chapter 2
Rejecting the Norm and Crafting New Visions
“No one has the right to come into a community and tell people what their needs and hopes
are.”-George F. Nicholas (Concerned Clergy of WNY, 2016)

Source: artvoice.com

“We Shall Not Be Moved!” These were the bold words plastered across the gigantic
banner that unified young black men and women from Buffalo’s Dante Place Housing Project.
On January 6th, 1960, thirty-five representatives from the Dante Tenants Defense League and
Mother’s Alliance boarded a bus bound for New York City.84 Crowding the sidewalks and
bundled up to brace the brisk New York winter, many in the league held up their own individual
signs, such as “Real Estate Gang Profits from Human Misery, Bankers Gain—Tenants Loss”, or
“More Low Cost Housing—Not Less!” These are just a few of the messages the tenacious
protesters held up for all to see. Eager to defend their right to affordable housing, the group went
to NYC so that they could appear before State Housing Commissioner James W. Gaynor. Dante
tenants were resisting the city’s plans to convert their housing project from low income to middle
income housing. Much to their dismay, this was a battle that the residents would not win. On
June 22nd, 1960, Mayor Frank A. Sedita, “signed off on a plan that turn the Dante Place Public
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Housing Project into the private apartment co-op named the Marine Drive Apartments.” 85 Yet
again, black residents were being displaced, now in the name of urban renewal.
When the Dante housing project first opened near Buffalo’s waterfront in 1952, the
twelve high-rise apartments maintained a pretty equal balance between black and white tenants.
However, by the late 1950s, when residents faced threats of displacement, the project
accommodated mostly black tenants.86 The decision to convert the Dante Place projects from
public low-income housing to privately owned middle-income apartments was a decision that
forced the last of Dante’s black tenants to relocate. Ellicott and Talbert Malls, housing projects
that finished construction in 1958 and 1959 respectively, received the families that were
systematically funneled out of Dante place. One of those families was that of George “JJ”
Johnson. Johnson, who helped coordinate the Talbert Mall/Frederick Douglas reunion of 2010,
recalls how he became a part of the Talbert Mall community: “We came from the Dante Projects
[displaced] to Talbert Mall where I grew up. I didn’t leave there until I was about 19 years
old.”87 Johnson’s family was just one of many who appeared to be effortlessly shuffled around
from one project to another as the city implemented housing changes. Before Dante Place was
converted into the Marine Drive apartments, a sizeable portion of its tenants had previously been
displaced from their homes because the city was constructing the Ellicott and Talbert Mall
projects. Now, they were on the move again.
In many ways, the story of Dante Place mirrors the larger history of urban renewal in
Buffalo, New York. On paper, urban renewal was described as a federally-driven redevelopment
project designed to rejuvenate deteriorating cities by reducing poverty and blight. In practice,
cities concentrated poverty from dispersed slums into siloed public housing projects and did very
little to institute long-term changes to actually reduce poverty. What urban renewal did manage
to do was take federal monies that were intended for the benefit of the city as a whole and
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instead direct energy toward downtown development--making the city more attractive and
accessible to largely white and increasingly middle-income suburbanites. But as the Dante
Tenants demonstrated, Buffalo’s black residents did not just quietly submit to the city’s plans.
Black residents protested, formed their own organizations and developed their own visions of
urban renewal that have yet to be fully explored. The following pages will discuss the rise of
federally-driven policymaking that made Buffalo a central hotbed for national discussions of
Urban Renewal. This chapter emphasizes the creation of public housing in Buffalo, as well as
innovative black responses to urban renewal within the changing city landscape.
Government Driven Redevelopment
Slum clearance and public housing were pressing issues both locally and nationally. The
Great Depression left many Americans unable to live anywhere else outside of overcrowded
tenement housing. Buffalo was no different. On January 1st 1936, a tenement building in the
Dante Place neighborhood on 40-42 Le Couteuix came tumbling down onto the bodies of
unsuspecting residents. At least five were killed and several others were injured after 67 year-old
Joseph Lo Presto carried a lit candle into a cellar filled with escaping gas.88 This tenement
explosion in Buffalo demonstrates that housing units were in desperate need of code
enforcement, repair, or demolition. World War II further exacerbated the housing crisis as the
nation endured a severe housing shortage following the war and the massive influx of African
Americans into northern cities.89 Anxious to revive major American cities by making housing
safer and more affordable, federal housing programs were initiated and expanded through a
series of bills enacted under the leadership of Presidents Roosevelt, Truman, and Johnson.
However, urban redevelopment is largely attributed to the U.S. Housing Act of 1949. In most
basic terms, Title 1 of the Housing Act, “authorized financial assistance by the Housing and
Home Finance Administrator to a local public agency for a project consisting of the assembly,
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clearance, site-preparation, and sale or lease of land at its fair value for uses specified in a
redevelopment plan for the area of a project.”90 This Act was an extension of FDR’s National
Housing Act of 1934—America’s first significant federal housing legislation. Under this specific
New Deal policy, the creation of the Federal Housing Authority (FHA) and the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation were intended to make housing more affordable so that people
would not have to live in dilapidated, overcrowded, and disease ridden tenement buildings. This
Act helped families gain access to affordable housing, but also led to the establishment of the
United States Housing Authority, which provided loans for public agencies to construct low
income housing and demolish slum areas. With federal assistance made available, Buffalo spent
the 1930s, 40s, and 50s, clearing slum areas and constructing public housing.
In October of 1936, Maurice Deutach and Joseph Boehem, a New York architect and the
President of the Land Owners Rehabilitation Corporation respectively, announced their plan for
slum clearance at Dante Place—the neighborhood where the tenement explosion occurred. In the
words of Mr. Deutach, their plan entailed “the complete destruction of the thirteen block area, an
area dead to obsolescence to such an extent that where formerly 1,500 resided, only 124
remain.”91 After ridding the area of decrepit buildings, the men planned to restore it by raising at
least ten, eight story fireproof buildings that could house 962 families.92 By the time slum
clearance began, Buffalo had already managed to produce a number of residentially segregated
housing complexes. Among those were the Kenfield housing project, Lakeview, Commodore
Perry, and the Willert Park housing project. Constructed in 1939, Willert Park was the first
public housing project for African Americans of Buffalo’s East Side.93
As housing projects rose, city government and the Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority
confined poverty and black bodies to the East Side of Buffalo. The Kenfield housing project is a
painful reminder that segregationist practices were top down but also bottom up. Constructed in
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1938, Kenfield was Buffalo’s first housing project. Containing about 658 housing units, the
project was located on top of an old vacant lot on the far East Side of Buffalo in a predominately
white neighborhood, rather than in a slum clearance area.94 No black residents were admitted
into the project even though the Buffalo Urban League registered 24 families for housing
requests.95 The Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority did not admit to it, but the Buffalo Urban
League discovered that representatives from Washington D.C., who were supervising the project
through the Federal Public Works administration, recommended that “no Negroes be admitted to
the project.”96 About one year after this white housing project was constructed, the city approved
plans for the Willert Park Housing project, which was the first black public housing development
in the city.97 As more migrants poured into the city, the need for housing grew apparent. In 1941
when plans for additional housing projects were drafted, “Poles and Irish, in this instance, fought
the erections of integrated housing in their neighborhoods.”98 Sadly, both the government and
white residents opposed chances for integrated housing.
Black residents were hit hardest by project development and slum clearance efforts. As
previously discussed, black residents were filtered into the oldest parts of the city with
dilapidated houses and buildings. Such conditions were largely confined to the East Side of
Buffalo in the Ellicott District, which was a rocks throw away from the downtown Central
Business District. With the city hard-pressed to make its downtown more appealing to investors
and suburbanites, it was in the interest of developers to eradicate the unkempt homes of the
Ellicott District. In 1952, the city unveiled its Ellicott District Urban Renewal program and made
known the intention to clear “slum land” and “blighted areas” and replace them with housing
projects and commercial buildings.99 In March of that year, a group of East Side residents
formed the Ellicott District Property Owners Association in an effort to combat the city’s plan to
destroy their property and develop projects in their neighborhood.100 These black homeowners
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rallied in vain to encourage the city to remediate housing in the area rather than go on a
demolition spree in the name of redevelopment. That same year, 160 acres of “slum land” was
cleared and much of the area remained vacant for at least thirteen years.101 Under the guise of
“redevelopment,” city government demolished housing and displaced thousands of African
Americans without constructing an equal amount of new housing or institutions to serve the
displaced community.
While African Americans were removed from their homes and shuffled around the city
throughout the 1950s and 60s, downtown Buffalo was prepared to undergo changes of its own.
Passage of the National Housing Acts of 1934, 1937, and 1949, may have given city dwellers the
impression that housing creation was the main driver of urban redevelopment. In an attempt to
fix poor cities suffering from industrial decline, the government proposed the creation of job
development while improving the housing conditions by bringing buildings up to code and
creating more housing. This interpretation of urban redevelopment, as primarily a housing
initiative, was only partially true. With the passage of the Housing Act of 1954, the scope of
urban renewal was broadened, which allowed cities to direct funding toward developing
commercial districts. Like the previous housing acts, the act of 1954 focused on the elimination
of slum areas and blight as an urban renewal project. If communities wanted federal funding for
slum clearance, creation of low-income housing, and other projects, then they needed to submit a
workable plan to the Housing Administrator, outlining how their plan would eliminate and
prevent blight.102
Where the 1954 Act differed from those that came before, was its shift from “urban
redevelopment” to “urban renewal.” According to legal scholars Ashley Foard and Hilbert
Fefferman, urban renewal was slightly different because, “It was a described as a broader and
more comprehensive approach to the problems of slum and blight, or as a redirection of the
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urban redevelopment program. More specifically, it meant a broadening of the program into
blighted areas where the land was not acquired by the local public agency.”103 When the
Department of Urban Renewal submitted Phase I of the Downtown Renewal Plan to Buffalo’s
Common Council on April 5th 1965, they referenced Article 15 of the General Municipal Law as
justification for the city’s right to include downtown as an urban renewal zone.104 According to
the report, downtown was a non-residential, insanitary slum area, which was hazardous to the
“health, morals and welfare” of the people of Buffalo, and contributed to the “spread of crime,
juvenile delinquency and disease.”105 Article 15 of the General Municipal Law defined urban
renewal as a, “ program established, conducted and planned by a municipality for the
redevelopment, through clearance, replanning, reconstruction, rehabilitation, and concentrated
code enforcement, or a combination of these and other methods, of substandard and insanitary
areas of such municipalities.”106 Based on this article, downtown Buffalo was fair game for
renewal. Therefore, city planners intended to redevelop downtown in hopes of drawing in
commercial investment and consumer buy-in from suburbanites.
The Department of Urban Renewal envisioned “integrated development” for downtown.
The central business district would include a new commercial complex, more offices, public
facilities, and the realignment of the city streets for a better thoroughfare system.107 Visions for
downtown came to pass during the late 1960s with the construction/renovation of projects like
Main Place Mall, One M&T Plaza, Marine Midland Marina (which replaced Buffalo Memorial
Auditorium and is now known as the Key Bank Center), and more. These developments were all
a part of the city’s larger plan to rekindle suburban interest in the downtown area and increase
economic development. The construction of The Kensington and Scajaquada Expressways
would complement downtown renewal by creating direct links between downtown and the
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suburbs that ultimately cut through black neighborhoods while creating direct links between
downtown and the suburbs.108
On the surface, redevelopment projects may have appeared to be in the best interests of
the city overall. In reality, urban renewal was not as glamorous as plans made it out to be.
According to former Ellicott District Councilman and political legend George K. Arthur, urban
renewal destroyed the heart of black Buffalo before any civil disorders shook the area: “You
must understand that the area that was selected [for urban renewal] from Michigan all the way up
to, well it stopped at Jefferson but I say it had an impact up to Emslie.. it was a very popular
black business district, I should say in the heart of the black community.”109 Arthur continues,
“…there were other business districts around areas like Ferry and Jefferson, but the major one
was William St. It had a number of churches, a number of businesses, drug stores, meat markets,
clothing stores, bakeries, pawn shops, hardware stores, a lumberyard—you name it, it was there.
That today is destroyed. Renewal destroyed that district which was really the heart of the black
community.”110 As downtown was developing, the city made plans to revitalize the adjacent
district at the expense of decimating the pride and joy of the black community.
Towne Gardens was slated as the new development to replace the businesses that thrived
along William St. Towne Gardens was a mixed -use commercial/residential project, which is still
in use today and possesses a single family, lower density design in comparison to the notorious
high rise projects. Most of these low-rise units consist of two floors and a basement. As far as
housing occupancy is concerned, the gardens appear to be relatively successful. However, on the
commercial side, Towne Gardens was an abysmal failure and continues to serve as an eyesore to
the community. Even though the plaza was originally owned by a group of churches, Arthur
asserts that the plaza was never successful.111 The commercial plaza has never been fully
occupied
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One could argue that Buffalo’s politicians and developers quickly lost track of the goal
for redevelopment, which was to positively transform American cities in a way that made city
life more attractive, eliminate blight, make housing more affordable, and increase
homeownership. But it was also clear that developers ensured that their projects did align with
the goals of their intended beneficiaries: the white middle class. Even though Buffalo is a
northern city where black residents experienced more privileges of citizenship than those in other
metropolitan areas, the wellbeing of African Americans was not valued in the process of
demolishing their homes and filtering them into high rise public housing units.112 Publicly, these
“redevelopment” strategies were advertised as plans that were in the best interests of community
members living in substandard housing. In reality, black dislocation was merely a sacrifice that
city developers and politicians were willing to make in an attempt to revive downtown. But at
the same time that downtown developments were taking place, residents on the East Side of
Buffalo had their own designs on augmenting the limits of business-oriented urban renewal.
“So Now the People Are Gonna Help Themselves”
“I want to begin very simply by telling you that the response of my administration to the
new Model City Program of the Federal Government is "Yes" –Yes, we accept the challenge and
the opportunity which the Model City Program offers.”113 These are the words that echoed across
the room of the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce on January 19th, 1967 as Mayor Frank A. Sedita
stood before community leaders, local college representatives, and government officials who
gathered together for the first Model Cities conference. Just a portion of the community members
Sedita hoped would participate were at the conference, as part of the larger effort to launch a
successful Model Cities program right in the city of Buffalo.
The Model Cities program emerged in 1966, as part of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s
War on Poverty; seeking a new approach to community development. The Demonstration Cities
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and Metropolitan Development Act passed on November 3rd, 1966 gave institutional life to
Model Cities. Where earlier urban development strategies were criticized for being too broad in
scope and funding projects that failed to address the poverty of inner city residents, this new bill
was meant to aid in redevelopment by supporting programs seeking to revitalize blighted areas
and elevate the quality of life for residents within those redevelopment areas. When Senator
Robert Kennedy rose to have words at this inaugural conference in Buffalo, he articulated the
unique opportunity embedded within the Model City program design: “Title I of the
Demonstration Cities Act provides a new framework for getting Federal money to the city—to
you—in a coordinated way… But it is no more than a framework—a skeleton which will rattle in
the closet of its creator unless local imagination and action gives it flesh and sinew and life.”114
In many ways, Model Cities appeared to be a program that was by the people and for the people.
Although the federal government allocated funding, cities needed to develop their own ideas of
how to remedy issues of poverty within their most desperate neighborhoods. Implementation of
this act was a way to ensure that federal grants were spent on community development projects
to assist the poor and encourage broad citizen participation—not just downtown business
development.
Buffalo’s residents jumped at the opportunity to receive funding for projects that could
potentially transform the city as they knew it. In 1967, the city submitted its first Model Cities
application and was chosen as one of the 75 jurisdictions awarded federal money to proceed to
the final stages of planning.115 Prior to the city submitting the application, a combination of
residents and community groups drafted individual proposals to Buffalo’s Model Cities Steering
Committee in 1966. Among the groups that submitted recommendations and project proposals
were the Fruitbelt Community Action Organization, Masten Neighborhood Advisory Council,
Perry Neighborhood Advisory Council, BUILD, the CAO, SNCC, NAACP, Citizen’s Council on
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Human Relations, and more. These proposals provided a mixture of physical as well as social
development initiatives. For instance, Frederick D. Reading, the regional director of SNCC,
submitted the group’s thirty-page proposal addressing everything from housing and recreation to
business, education, and crime. SNCC believed that the issue of housing would be one of the
greatest tasks addressed by Model Cities. To attack the issues of overcrowding and deteriorating
structures, SNCC believed the city should partner with Urethane Structures Inc. (USI), located in
NYC. The company’s advanced use of low cost, durable, and fireproof, materials was proposed
as an appropriate solution for Buffalo’s housing problem.116 The SNCC proposal argued that by
partnering with USI, Buffalo would not only save money, but also reduce the detrimental effects
of dislocation since a USI plant “could produce ready for erection between five and ten houses
every eight hours.”117 Since the cost was only estimated to be $6,000 per unit, residents could
pay off the cost of the house in ten years by just paying fifty dollars a month.118 Contrary to
BUILDs advice that large scale demolition of buildings in model neighborhood areas should not
occur, SNCC believed that large scale demolition was necessary, but only if the city was willing
to erect Urethane structures created by USI.119
Although SNCC was convinced that Urethane was the best way to go for single units,
they were not completely sure about the best structure for high-rise buildings and apartments.
However, they did have ideas of how those spaces could be better designed to serve the
community: “It is felt that the first floor of every high-rise structure should include no
apartments and that the roof of any of these structures, capable of being reached by one of the
two already mentioned elevators, should be used for a multiplicity of activities both in the
summer and winter: i.e; ice skating, roller skating, dances, sunbathing and hootenannies.”120 The
organization understood that physical development alone was not enough. In order to strengthen
lower to moderate income neighborhoods, there needed to be spaces available for people to
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socialize and get to know each other. If the city was going to construct high rises then they
needed to ensure that these structures were not isolating.
Social functions were not the only activities targeted for strengthening the community.
SNCC recognized that funds are an important aspect of community and as such, local businesses
must be held accountable. SNCC believed that businesses must pay dues to the communities in
which they served, by having businesses sign contracts with the residents of the Model
neighborhood area in which they were located: “All businesses of $30,000 gross or more in the
designated area must enter specific contract with the residents of the Model Cities Area, that any
new employment available in their commercial establishment, shall be 50% recruited and trained
for the residents of the Model Cities area. This includes all commercial establishments, existing
and newly established”121 A financial commitment was a simple yet relevant solution to the issue
of black residents patronizing local business that failed to hire them.
Although each proposal did not get integrated into the finalized plans for Model Cities,
proposals like SNCC’s indicated the desire of residents to see a more holistic approach to urban
redevelopment. When the city began to work on a finalized Model Cities plan in 1969, under the
leadership of agency director and Canisius College Sociology Professor Jesse E. Nash, there
were a total of ten committees: Culture (chairman James Pappas), Economic Development
(chairman Dorothy M. Stevenson), Employment, (chairman Minnie Gillette), Health (chairman
Essie Armstead), Housing (chairman William Godfrey), Public Safety (chairman Lillian Lee),
Social Services (chairman Mildred Prim), Recreation (chairman Anna Lucas), and
Transportation (chairman William Snowden).122 It is important to note that most of the chairmen
were women and that Housing, Recreation, Education, and Health were the most popular
committees. Respectively, 220 residents signed up to participate on the housing committee, 176
for recreation, 148 for education and 120 for the health committee.
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The residents registered to work on these committees hailed from the three designated
Model Neighborhood Areas: Cold Springs (sometimes referred to as Masten), Fruit Belt, and
Ellicott—all predominately black neighborhoods.123 Community participation was an integral
aspect of the program as thirty residents from these neighborhoods served on the review and
referral board, along with ten people appointed by the mayor. These committees were formed
with the intent to meet the community’s three primary objectives: “(1) access to jobs and capital
so that they could support themselves and develop their community, (2) quality education, and
(3) transportation to get to their jobs.”124 From the perspective of the agency’s director, Jesse E.
Nash, Model Cities was a means of giving hope back to seemingly powerless communities that
were ransacked by blight and poverty. For black Buffalo, the purpose of Model Cities was “to
improve the quality of their lives” without waiting on the elite to do so.125 City government had
failed to address the community’s problems. As far as Nash was concerned, “now the people are
gonna help themselves.”126 While Nash was likely referring to the resident driven aspect of the
program, there is no doubt that the residents were not able to implement these programs on their
own. Even then Councilman-at-Large Delmar L. Mitchell affirmed that Model Cities was not a
“black power” effort but rather, “an example of black and white power combined.”127 Such were
the words that Mitchell spoke to the Common Council as they deliberated on whether to vote for
the approval of the 1969 proposal to be submitted to Washington’s Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
Hopeful in the promise of the Model City program, Mitchell urged the council to vote in
favor of the proposal which could ultimately restore the people’s faith in the government.128
Mitchell’s words could have been laced with a tinge of desperation as council members debated
whether to vote yes or no. For the most part, the councilmembers agreed with the programs
outlined in the Model Cities proposal, but there were a few who were not ashamed to voice their
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concerns. For instance, Mrs. Slominski took issue with portions of the proposal she believed
made “blanket” claims about the quality of policing in Model Neighborhood Areas, or the poor
quality of education in those neighborhoods.129 Slominski was not alone. Mr. Lewandowski was
also displeased with aspects of the proposal, particularly in reference to policing. Lewandowski
was not excited with the idea of a police review board and admonished the act of “blindly”
voting for the proposal simply because it would bring funding into the city.130 Despite qualms
with the details of the proposal, the council ultimately approved the proposal to be submitted for
federal grant review. Buffalo was accepted.
Upon being awarded 5.3 million dollars to operate the program, the Model Cities agency
funded community projects that addressed at least one of the ten criteria listed above (education,
housing, employment, etc.).131 Unfortunately, none of the recommendations provided received
funding. During the early 1970s, when funding was dispersed, one of the first initiatives to
receive funding was a community food co-op. Located on 300 William Street, ECCO Cooperative was a community owned and operated food service center founded by William E.
West, Sr.132 In addition to the food co-op, the agency also funded the Langston Hughes Center
for Visual and Performing Arts, William A. Miles’ RAM Van design—a library on wheels that
disseminated information to the African American community, a community service center, a
health center, and the Jitney transportation service. On the one hand, some of these subsidized
programs did benefit the black community. From cultural enrichment in the black arts center, to
the RAM Van that literally brought the library to the community, ordinary residents were taking
charge in developing programs that could improve the quality of life for black Buffalo. On the
other hand, by refusing to support recommendations submitted by groups like SNCC, it became
clear that Model Cities was not really a vehicle to foster structural change in the community.
Calling Out Ol’ Uncle Tom
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BUILD severed its ties with Model Cities before the city was approved and awarded
funds. In what appears to be an end of the year report on BUILD’s activities during 1968, the
organization detailed the complicated nature of BUILD’s relationship to the Model Cities
program. They declared that 1969 would be, “a year wherein BUILD continues to assert the right
of the organized community to control and determine its own destiny,”133 and then proceeded to
outline why community control could not be realized through Model Cities. As a coalition of 165
community organizations, a delegation of 400 BUILD members voted for the representatives that
they desired to hold a position on the Model Cities board.134 It was not long after, that BUILD
members determined their involvement in Model Cities to be a ruse. The members successfully
managed to elect twenty representatives and twenty-one alternates to the board. BUILD
remained adamant that the proposal committee adhere to the federal guidelines of maximum
citizen participation and believed their broad based group was the most effective means to
achieve that goal. This did not mean that they should be in control of Model Cities, but BUILDs
leadership believed that it should hold a significant amount of power as opposed to “a handful of
people picked by whites.”135 Even though there were elections for Model Cities board members,
this report shows that BUILD was not convinced of the program’s true devotion to the
community. According to BUILD, the election process “provided the community with no control
over board members once elected and stated no terms for length of service.” As a result, the
elected board had no real responsibility to the community from which they were elected.”136 For
organizations like BUILD, community participation meant more than just cherry-picking or even
democratically nominating a few voices from particular neighborhoods. True community
involvement required a sense of accountability to the community from which leaders were
selected so the opinions of the few did not override the interests of the masses.
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BUILD was not the only organization fearful of elite voices superseding the opinions of
the community at large. The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee had warned the
community of impending doom. “Shall Uncle Toms and White Folks Plan Model Cities Or Shall
We?” was the title of the pamphlet SNCC distributed. Although in question form, SNCC was
issuing a challenge. The opening line of the pamphlet asked: “Are you going to be satisfied with
Uncle Toms and white folk planning your neighborhood or would you like to have a say so in
it?”137 Without publicly exposing the individuals that could sabotage Model Cities’ impact on
black Buffalo, SNCC urged the community to consider what it would look like if their views
were not represented on the one platform claiming to offer them a voice in the future of their
city. However, this call was more so a rebuke of local black organizations rather than individual
residents. SNCC continued, “The appointments for the Model Cities program will be made in
about 30 days. If BUILD and CAO keep on bickering, more likely the UNCLE TOMS or the
white folk will be appointed to the planning board.” It is unclear what exactly BUILD and the
Community Action Organization (CAO) were at odds about. Regardless if they were squabbling
over power in the form of representation on the board or money to fund desirable projects,
SNCC had only one concern: unity. The pamphlet continued, “These are two Black
organizations that should have the same goals: TO HELP BLACK PEOPLE!! Then why are they
fighting among themselves?” SNCC admonished the two groups to get their acts together before
the entirety of black Buffalo was forced to pay for their mistake. SNCC suggested that if these
two organizations continued to demonstrate division or an unwillingness to work together, then
they were less likely to win representation on the Model Cities board and such divisiveness
would destine all of black Buffalo to become another “Ellicott wasteland.”
SNCC’s concerns proved to be partially correct. BUILD managed to secure
representation on the Model Cities board, but that did not mean the black community was in
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control. Upon realizing the lack of accountability the Model Cities board would actually have to
the community, BUILD also did not find Model Cities to be cooperative with their four
expectations:
(1) BUILD by virtue of its broad base in the community should have a majority of the
board. (2) BUILD would exercise recall powers over those people it had selected to the
MNA board. (3) Those elected to the board must have clear veto power over
programming and planning, otherwise we would be playing an empty game.
(4) On open elections. BUILD said that if MNA residents were to be subjected to
elections, then all Model Cities leadership must be elected by the black community,
including the bankers, the union lenders, the welfare officials, the Model Cities director
and others the Mayor would appoint to the MNA board.138
As one might anticipate, BUILD’s expectations were more than what the city was willing to
bargain with. They were left with no other choice than to conclude, “the city had no intention of
letting the black community take a real role in the planning of their destiny.” BUILD’s delegates
took a vote at the July Delegate’s assembly to determine the future of their partnership with
Model Cities. Unwilling to continue useless sparing with the city, BUILD walked away from the
table.
BUILD Academy139
Walking away from Model Cities allowed BUILD to focus on projects without being
solely dependent on federal funds. BUILD did not just envision support programs for the black
community. Their ultimate desire was for black residents to have community control. The
organization developed several committees to tackle specific community issues. In the third
annual report of 1969, the organization published a declarative statement about the intent of their
work: “BUILD’s fight in the areas of health care, education (at all levels), employment,
construction training, economic development and urban renewal shall not cease until blacks
control their own lives and destinies.”140 BUILD’s dedication to community control inspired
large-scale projects predominantly focused on but not limited to areas of education, employment,
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and security. One of BUILD’s most impactful and long lasting accomplishments was the creation
of a community school—BUILD Academy.
Under the leadership of education committee chairman Miriam Beale, BUILD’s
education committee spent its first year of operation compiling a report on the conditions of the
public school system.141 In April 1967, BUILD released the report under the title, “BUILD
Black Paper Number One: The Buffalo Public Schools.” The results were astonishing. From
unsatisfactory maintenance of school facilities, to high dropout rates and high faculty turnover,
BUILD found that the school system was failing the city’s children—white and black alike.
Among the many catastrophes cited in the report were the abominable reading scores. When
analyzing the reading scores of children in Buffalo schools, only one of the white schools-school #86—was found to have reading scores that were similar to those of children in white
suburban schools.142 If white city children were underperforming in comparison to children who
attended suburban schools, imagine how black children must have compared. African American
children were found to be underperforming in comparison to their urban white peers, but that
disparity was even more devastating when comparing their reading scores to children in the
suburban white schools. Black children were “as many as three years behind in the FOURTH
grade and as many as five years behind in the SIXTH grade.”143 BUILD was convinced that such
educational disparities could not continue and the organization prompted the community to
ponder the following question: “How can Negro children compete for the good jobs if they are
that far behind their white competitors so early on in their lives?”144
School after school that BUILD surveyed seemed to show terrifying achievement scores.
Underperformance wasn’t completely surprising, given the conditions under which students were
expected to learn. Some schools did not even have the necessary equipment to facilitate student
learning. When the committee visited Boys Vocational High School, they discovered that
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students were left to read classic comics since there wasn’t enough money for age-appropriate
school books. The books that existed were so far beyond the boys’ reading level that they were
not useful. The committee’s educational tour of 35 public schools became a sickening reminder
that black children were left behind and had little hope of gaining power in a world where they
were so poorly prepared to survive, let alone to excel. Rather than wait on city officials to
improve the educational system, the BUILD organization mobilized the black community to
create their own school.
In 1968, a struggle ensued in Buffalo over an administrative decision to transfer a black
teacher brought in to work in a third grade classroom at School #48.145 The teacher was well
respected in the black community and parents did not agree with the decision to let her go. The
teacher was a temporary replacement for the original teacher on maternity leave. During the time
of her stay, the parents developed more of a liking for the substitute than the original teacher, but
the administration still decided to move her to another school. BUILD helped organize
displeased parents and community members in a boycott where they refused to send their
children to school in protest. As a result of that boycott, BUILD’s education committee entered
into negotiations with the Board of Education and Buffalo State College to formally establish
BUILD Academy in 1969.146 In accordance with their original goals of community control, the
Academy was publicly funded but had a governing control board that included community
members managing the school’s operation. Five members from each group (Board of Education,
the University, and BUILD) served as members of the policy board. The duty of the policy board
was to handle administrative tasks that had been the sole responsibility of the Board of
Education. Once it came time for hiring decisions, more members of BUILD were on the
personnel committee than members from the Board of Education or the Teachers College.
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Therefore, the community had a larger role in selecting the faculty to guide their children’s
learning.
Along with creating an institution that allowed for community control, BUILD Academy
fostered an environment more conducive to learning for African American children. As outlined
in their Black Paper Number One report, schools that were largely populated by African
American children, did not really have black instructors, administrators, or a curriculum that
taught black history. BUILD Academy sought to defy this pattern by hiring black administrators
and a diverse faculty of black and non-black educators. Even though BUILD Academy was
specific to Buffalo, New York, black community schools that served as an alternative to the
oppressive educational system were not unique to the city. BUILD was one of many black
community schools cropping up around the country during the late 1960s. However, these
schools were more commonly referred to as liberation or freedom schools.
While ‘freedom’ and ‘liberation’ schools are sometimes used interchangeably, they are
distinct educational institutions with different philosophical underpinnings. Freedom schools
were largely founded in the American South through the efforts of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), as a response to school segregation and voting suppression. In
an effort to address the lack of education options for black children in Mississippi, SNCC
activists created freedom schools. Freedom schools were a free alternative to segregated public
schools, and shaped by the growing progressive education model. Progressive education was a
movement led by philosopher John Dewey, who believed that education should be child centered
and allow students to learn through their environment. However, this reformed model of
education proposed by white theorists, was not an adequate model to be generalized for all
communities.147 Due to the drastic difference in the environment of black children, it could not
be assumed that black students would make positive meaning of, say a Jim Crow environment, in
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the same ways that white children would. Thus, freedom schools augmented the freedom model
with a pedagogical approach focused on helping students reconstruct their world as social change
agents, rather than simply exploring their environment.
By 1970, activists were losing hope that social change could be achieved solely through
racial integration. As an alternative to the integrationist aims of freedom schools, the Black
Panther Party founded its first liberation school in June of 1969.148 The Black Panther Party was
founded in Oakland, California in 1966 with the original goal of patrolling black neighborhoods
and defending residents from police brutality. Overtime, the party evolved and devoted a large
amount of time to social programs. Where the freedom schools encouraged students to draw
from their experiences to envision a better society, the Black Panther Party did not. Black
Panther activists were convinced that racism was a permanent tenet of American society and
obstructed students’ ability to understand their identity and true needs based upon their
experiences in a dysfunctional American environment.149 Consequently, liberation schools were
more traditional in the sense that they were teacher centered rather than student centered.
Teachers drove the direction of classroom learning in order to cultivate knowledge and skills in
areas to which black students had not been previously exposed.
Unlike the programs created by SNCC or the Black Panther Party, BUILD Academy
cannot be definitively categorized as a freedom or liberation school. As outlined above,
liberation schools were much more political and teacher driven. The BUILD model of education
was more similar to freedom schools in that learning was student driven and adapted the tenets of
progressive education. Administrators at BUILD worked to achieve “Responsive Environment
Classrooms” in which (1) the family was mainly responsible for educating students (2) the
school was expected to have multiple programs to serve students and (3) the school should
incorporate the cultural values/background of its students. BUILDs model was infused with the
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ideas of John Dewey and earlier models of formal education. However, black educators in
freedom schools argued that progressive education theorists, like Dewey, were generalizing a
white model onto black students.
After interviewing former students who attended BUILD Academy within the first ten
years of its opening, there’s no question the school left an indelible impression on their lives.
Willie A. Price, who is now a self-published author and motivational speaker, provided some of
the most detailed reflections on his time spent at BUILD. Price joined the academy in 1970 as a
third grade student and remained until his sixth grade graduation in 1974. When asked about his
time spent at BUILD, he recalled the unique teaching styles: “the way the teachers taught, it
wasn’t just teaching from a curriculum...it was like you experiencing a lot of the things that they
taught.”150 Price’s most vivid memories of this kind of learning were of his time spent in history
class with a teacher’s aid from Guyana. Price remarks, “We would taste food and see clothes and
different videos and different things of that country. So, it really enlightened us to things and to
people and to cultures that we would’ve never been aware of if we were at another school, and
that was one of the great things about BUILD Academy.”151 BUILD went the extra mile to not
only educate students about their own context, but the academy wanted students to have
exposure to aspects of the broader world. Exposure not only came through textbooks, but
through playing the games that children in other cultures played, seeing different cultural
clothing, and tasting food like octopus, squid, and cannolis.152
Moreover, BUILD Academy not only exposed students to cultures outside of their own,
students were also taught black history. Pam Roach spent the formative years of her childhood at
BUILD, attending from first grade until sixth grade, between 1970 and 1977. When questioned
about what made the school so unique at the time, Roach recalled, “Black history. We knew who
we were, we knew we were valued as people, and there was an expectation that we were gonna
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make a contribution to society in some way shape or form, like those who came before us. So we
carried that responsibility everywhere.” 153 Having constant reminders of their significance in
society was invaluable to black students who didn’t have support from the larger society, or even
schools. In reflecting on time spent at other schools, former students were thankful that they had
such a positive foundation at BUILD Academy. Roach summarizes the main difference between
the treatment of students at BUILD and the treatment she received elsewhere: “At white schools,
we were just another black student... teachers don’t understand you, they just know they’re
legally obligated to teach you. But they weren’t teaching black history. They were just teaching
history. There was nothing good about us in that.”154 Unlike at BUILD, other schools did not
reflect or value the experiences of black children in the curriculum. Regardless of any other goal
that the BUILD organization may have had, the testimonials of these former students indicate
that BUILD Academy had a degree of individual impact. The Academy’s significance lasted
beyond the student's’ time within the walls of a school building.
Stories from former students like Pan Roach and Willie Price are important for
understanding the power of community generated approaches to urban renewal that grew out of a
vision of community control. Having community input in the functioning of institutions that
service the community, is a way for people to reclaim power over their lives but it also can make
a difference in the lives of their children. BUILD Academy was an example that community
controlled institutions demonstrate a level of respect and care for community members, provide a
safe environment, and boost the pride of students who can see people like themselves in
positions of power. BUILD arrived in a charged historical moment when it could disrupt a cycle
of mis-education. But to be sure community visions of Urban Renewal did not just mean creating
a new school, but also changing the larger environment in which black children acquired their
education.
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Terrorizers or Vigilantes?
While BUILD successfully launched a program to try and save the minds of Buffalo’s
youth, another youth crisis was developing in the city. For years, rivaling teens from different
street clubs were known to break into petty fights but with each passing decade, spats were
growing more and more severe. Between the 1950s and early 1960s, many youth who endured
the roulette wheel of segregation and residential displacement were no longer a mere nuisance
but became increasingly more violent and disruptive. The days of thirteen and fourteen year olds
stealing cars to take joy rides were now overshadowed by rival gang warfare and other heinous
crimes. Youth began to carve out space for themselves by claiming territory that belonged to
their gang, and the violation of these boundaries could result in bloodshed. Crossing boundaries
was not a hard task since gangs were sprouting in such close proximity to one another. The
Bepops and the Dudes occupied the Broadway-Fillmore area, the Fruit Belt was the domain of
the Warlords, and the Projecteers came out of the Willert Park Projects.155 Fistfights were known
to break out between the Rebels and the Yankees, which were West Side gangs, and some rival
gangs even existed on the very same street. On one hand, gangs were often a nuisance to their
communities and contributed to the disruption of their own neighborhoods through brawling and
other vice. On the other hand, some of these young men used their aggression to engage in
unrecognized acts of community building and urban renewal. One such example is the work of
The Matadors.
Ivory “Ikey” Payne, who currently partners with Arthur O. Eve Jr. to run Unity Coalition,
was once president of one of, if not, the most powerful gang in Buffalo during the 1970s. Payne
recalls that his life was relatively trouble free up until the passing of his mother when he was just
15 and the death of his father when he was 21. Following multiple disciplinary actions and
trouble in school after the passing of his mother, Payne was sent to the Industry State School for
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boys. When he was released, the Buffalo he had known before going into the juvenile detention
center was different: “I did ten months in there and when I came home things had kind of
changed. There were gangs like the Pythons, Manhattan Lovers...it was different gangs out and a
lot of my friends were getting beat up.”156 Ikey and his friends were not the only one’s unsettled
by the rising tide of youth violence in the city. Gang members were contending with each other
over space, but also striking fear into the rest of the community. In a mini-series produced by
local filmmaker Doug Ruffin, Jr., black businessmen discussed the toll that gang violence took
on their establishments. According to one individual, “Black capitalism cannot survive without
the law and order becoming a reality. Because as a result we have law abiding citizens and
industrious people in the area afraid to come out, afraid to send kids to school, afraid to come
into our area and shop and as a result, its killing us.”157 While businessmen armed themselves to
protect their shops, young people sought self-defense and power in ways that gave life to the
most powerful Black youth gang in Buffalo. Tired of being pushed around, Ikey and his friends
decided to form The Matadors.
The Matadors grew to be larger and more powerful than any other gang in the city. In
discussing the broad reach of his group, Payne explains, “I controlled from William Street to
Genesee, from Herman Street to Michigan. I controlled that whole area. Nowadays these gangs
just control a corner.”158 These were just the streets under Ikey’s direct supervision, which did
not include his control over the Cold Spring Matadors, the Broadway Matadors, and more. With
superior, senior, and junior matadors scattered throughout different districts of the city, the group
became even more powerful as they formed peaceful alliances with other gangs. The Manhattan
Lovers, based out of the Ellicott Mall projects, was the first gang to join alongside the Matadors.
Payne and the President of the Manhattan Lovers were good friends and decided that they would
be powerful under a united front. Both groups agreed to drop their names and unify as M-Nation.
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Later on, Mad Dogs joined the team and they assumed a new identity: 3-M Nation. Now
possessing more force than any other gang in the city, both in bodies and in gun power, Payne
saw inter-gang rivalry as useless: “We were so large, the Pythons, the Allah Turks, and the other
little gangs, they were so weak that they couldn’t do nothing with us. So we decided that it’s time
to stop fighting.”159 Based on Payne’s recollections, the futility of inter-gang rivalry was the
driving force behind a new wave of peace in the city. Rather than going to war over territory,
focus shifted to war for the community. In this new fight, drug dealers and junkies were the
prime enemy.
Common perceptions of gang activity highlight an inseparable bond between drug
distribution and gang membership. The link between vice and youth violence did not exactly fit
the Buffalo experience during the late 1960s and early ‘70s. Young black men, such as those
belonging to 3-M Nation, identified drug abuse (heroin) as a threat to the stability and safety of
the black community. Despite whatever harmful rituals the gang itself fostered, 3-M saw drug
distribution as an intolerable criminal offence. As such, Ikey Payne was not opposed to using
whatever tactics necessary to keep poison from pumping through the streets of his city. Against
the better judgment of black politicians and all others who discouraged violence, Buffalo gangs
issued a warning to anyone foolish enough to bring drugs into the community. If you were
caught distributing in the city, you could very well pay for your mistake in the price of blood.
War broke out between gang members and dealers, proving that drug dealers did not frighten so
easily. Battles between the two parties eventually resulted in several shootings and at least one
murder.160 Cognizant of the effect such a battle could have on the community, the gang instituted
their own curfews to keep innocent bystanders from being injured. “We used to be able to shut
all the lights out all up and down Sycamore,” says Payne. He continues, “As many lights as we
want ‘cuz we would go in and we would cut the wires and when it’s time for the lights to come
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on, they won’t come on.” When the lights went out, Payne believed the residents had no
confusion concerning the message being sent to them: “Curfew means we might have some
problems around here. It’s gonna be some shooting. It’s gonna be somebody possibly getting
hurt so we don’t want y’all in the way so y’all stay inside.”161 Gangs may have acted in defense
of the community, but these examples are not meant to glorify their behavior or justify violence.
Instead, these events reflect the failure of government officials to properly address the problem
of drugs in Buffalo; a failure so monumental that gangs asserted themselves as vigilante mobs.
Drug use was not the only issue that gang members rallied behind. Just as the impact of
the drug trade was not adequately addressed, those in power had failed to protect residents from
the threat of white violence. School grounds were a primary space of tension between white and
black relations. Black students not only had to endure the discriminatory and threatening nature
of white students, but they suffered under the supervision of white teachers as well. In a report
produced by Buffalo’s Black United Front, the authors issued a clarion call for a black student
walk out on October 8th, 1971. This call was not only inspired by the lack of black representation
in schools but because of the mental abuse and potential physical threat posed by so called
educators: “…intimidation of black students by white teachers, some of whom even bring guns
to school, and the preferential treatment of white students receive in the schools over the black
students.”162 The school was a battle zone where politicians, parents, and community organizers
were not easily able to exercise direct intervention. Vulnerable to the racist attacks of their peers,
black youth were forced to defend themselves. Around the time that Ikey was still attending high
school, Grover Cleveland was known to be a troublesome place for students of color; “They had
the frats out—the white boys—and they would beat up a lot of the Hispanics and blacks that
were going to Grover Cleveland.” Payne recalls the time when Latino and African American
students were outnumbered at the school. He continues, “a couple of my fellas were going to
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Grover Cleveland and they get into a few scraps so I’m trying to figure out what’s going on over
there. So I said to my people if it continued to be, we’re going over there.”163 One day while Ikey
was still attending East High School, he caught word that another fight had taken place at Grover
Cleveland and gave the command for his crew to get there. Whether on foot, bike, bus, or stolen
car, Ikey’s crew made the trip to the other side of town and when they got there, chaos broke out.
Tired of hearing about harassment, some of the white assailants were thrown out of windows
while others jumped out on their own.164 Although the tactics may have been extreme, the
incident at Grover Cleveland was indicative of young Payne’s main concern about his
community: “...being able to take care of my community. Not let anyone, whether it was a junkie
or whatever, come from outside or into our community and hurt anybody.” 165For Payne, the
desire to protect the community from outside or inside threats was his main focus during a time
when black power was garnering national attention. This political shift made 3-M ripe for the
process of politicization.
New Visions Unlimited
In different cities across the country, neighborhoods were witnessing the growing
political consciousness of black gangs. Although there were other “legitimate” means by which
youth took part in helping their communities, Revolutionary Action Movement leader Max
Stanford believed that youth gangs were in a unique position to contribute to the black liberation
struggle.166 Stanford observed, “Gangs are the most dynamic force in the black
community...Instead of fighting their brothers and sisters, they can be trained to fight ‘Charlie.’
They can be developed into a blood brotherhood (black youth army) that will serve as a
liberation force in the black revolution.”167 Community organizer Sam Smith saw similar
potential for Buffalo’s street gangs as he recruited them into his organization, New Visions
Unlimited.
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Smith was originally hired by the Fruit Belt Neighborhood Association House to help
Buffalo’s black youth—specifically those in gangs—come together and become positively
integrated into society by connecting them with job resources. As anticipated, Smith found his
task impossible to complete without devising a unique strategy: “If I was going to get involved
and try to help them, I was going to have to interdict some of the activities they were getting
themselves involved in because they were going to jail.”168 Determined to help the young men in
his community, Smith suggested that the gangs consider coming together—a feat that would be
much more impactful than the birth of 3-M Nation. No more petty gangs and larger gangs. Smith
was suggesting a citywide truce. In order to pull off this ambitious plan, Smith could not solely
rely on traditional methods of peaceful sit-downs and negotiations. He needed muscle.
Since Smith had rapport with the members of 3-M Nation, he gathered the leaders
together to discuss his plan for peace and unification. With the support of 3M-Nation, Smith now
had the power he needed to start recruiting in Buffalo and other neighboring towns: “I took the
3M-Nation--Matadors, Mad Dogs, Manhattan Lovers...we decided to have a meeting with every
segment of the city including West Side, Lackawanna, Niagara Falls...Now we would ask
individual leaders: “come join us or else. That else was, if something happened, that you get
involved with one of these three groups that we had, well all three, we gonna come and see you
and you in particular.”169 For the smaller Buffalo gangs who had not been absorbed into 3MNation, it did not seem that they had very much choice but to join the group Sam Smith formed.
If fear of 3M-Nation were not reason enough to join already, Smith provided incentives that were
hard to ignore. When asked how he was able to gather these boys off the streets into one
common meeting place, Smith responded: “The bottom line is you have to know, nobody wants
to get killed and everybody wanted to be free to do what they had to do. Folk from different
areas of the city wanted to be able to go outside their neighborhoods without being threatened.
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Your life could be threatened. So the possibility kind of formed in their head that they could have
more freedom to do what they needed to do. Plus, because of the unions and all those folks...we
had an offer of jobs.” 170 Through a combination of intimidation and a system of incentives,
Smith helped usher in a new era of peace for the city—even if only for a brief period of time.
From the corner of Jefferson and Eagle Street to the corner of Jefferson and Delevan
Street, Buffalo’s former black gangs walked armed with brooms to sweep the city streets. This
cleanup effort was intended to demonstrate their new identity and hopefully ignite a clean slate
with the community. When approached by a local newswoman, one of the estimated 2,000
members of New Visions Unlimited expressed his thoughts on what was taking place, “We
wanted to prove ourselves to our own community. We wasn’t pressured by anyone, or any
organization or anything. We just wanted to prove ourself to our own community.” 171 Under the
leadership of Sam Smith, the boys worked to help improve their community. One of the most
valuable contributions New Visions made to the community was through voter registration
drives. Peaceful grassroots or campaign workers going from door to door could be turned down
or ignored. New Visions members could not. To be sure, there were moral shortcomings and
intimidation tactics used by New Visions, but they still had the potential to be more effective
than any traditional voter registration drive that solicited people by going door to door.
What started out as a community organizing attempt to help young men stay out of jail
and off the streets, morphed into a project that had a ripple effect throughout black Buffalo.
Business owners had less reason to worry about young people stealing from their shops or from
delivery trucks. Residents could feel freer to stay out late, go to parties, or to other community
events without the fear of violence breaking out. For at least six to eight years, black Buffalo was
able to experience some peace from constant gang warfare and community intimidation.172
Those who had once threatened their community's sense of security had become an official
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security force and hence established their own vision of urban renewal without displacing
residents. Smith was so pleased with the success of the program that he believed New Visions’
work could be expanded beyond the borders of Buffalo. New Visions Unlimited travelled to
other cities to teach leaders how to subdue gang violence.173 From protecting black citizens
facing white attacks to their collaborative decision to unify and serve their community, formerly
vilified black youth were able to reform and be reformed in ways that politicians could not even
fathom.
Federally enforced urban renewal policies had sanctioned the destruction of homes and
shuffling of black families into undesirable living conditions, but failed to address broader
structural problems that contributed to poverty and blight. In part, such policy failures helped
produce the conditions that bred the rise of gang activity. Before unifying under New Visions,
major gangs were based out of housing projects like Ellicott and Talbert Malls. Being
concentrated into unsanitary living conditions further aggravated people, who perhaps felt
powerless in the face of depressed economic conditions and limited access to jobs. Asserting
ownership over territories may have been a means for disenfranchised youth to reclaim a sense
of power and control over lives that were constantly manipulated by the state. Community
workers like Sam Smith expanded the work already initiated by gang members to redirect their
desire for power and pride from block ownership to community revitalization. At the same time,
Smith addressed the long neglected needs of the youth by helping connect them to jobs. The
collaboration between Smith and youth gangs demonstrated that urban renewal was larger than
buildings. To reform structures without reforming the conditions plaguing people in deteriorating
neighborhoods would prove futile. Where the youth gangs used their physical force to fight for
their community, other youth groups, like US Now, utilized their networks, political
consciousness, and scare tactics to negotiate resources towards community empowerment.
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Chapter 3
It’s On Us Now

“Determined to Be Free! Conference on Black Liberation Commemoration of the Assasination of Malcolm X” Provided by Robert Gidney

“I’m standing outside trying to sing my way in: ‘We are hungry please let us in.’ After about a
week that song is gonna change to: ‘We hungry. We need some food.’ After two or three weeks
it’s like: ‘Give me food or we breaking down the door!’ After a year then I’m pickin’ the lock,
comin’ through the door blasting.”-Tupac Shakur
“The revolution has always been in the hands of the young. The young always inherit the
revolution.”-Huey P. Newton
“Pop! Pop!”
The building erupted into utter chaos as individuals rushed for the door. Progressive
students, community activists, and workers, were just votes away from overturning BUILD’s
established leadership. And then shots rang out inside of New Skateland at 33 East Ferry Street.
Eager to lead the BUILD organization into a new era, a group known as the People’s Candidates
arrived at the annual BUILD convention to run for office on May 13th, 1972. Convinced their
group had the numbers to win the election, one man who ran for vice president insinuated that
the gun fire was a tactic to keep the elections from taking place: “We had a big turn out, we met
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at the Skateland...somebody shot a gun off in the air and everybody scattered during the
elections! Because the way it looked, we had a lot of young people had turned out to that
convention. It was the BUILD convention and there was a lot of young people who were gonna
vote us in, and I suspect, I can’t say, but somebody shot a gun up in the air and people panicked
and the elections were halted.”174 No one can be sure that gunfire was a diversion tactic to keep
the youth out of office. Even before a gun went off, the convention was out of control. A heated
debate over the voting rights of attendees spiraled into a brawl. Instead of voting in the next set
of leaders, delegates and non-delegates proceeded to throw fists and chairs at one another.175
Group support was decimated by the events that transpired and many new members of the
People’s Candidates didn’t return to vote: “The elections were rescheduled, but by then a lot of
our forces were demoralized,” says Robert Gidney—one of the People’s Candidates. When
asked about returning to vote, these are some of the responses that Gidney and his running mates
received: “Aw, I ain’t going back there. Y’all niggas is crazy. Niggas up there shootin’ and
stuff.” 176According to the candidate for vice president, these violent disruptions resulted in the
old leadership reclaiming their titles. The People’s Candidates: Clyde Gyles, Rev. Samuel
Williams, Ida Lindsay, and Robert A. Gidney, Jr., were stripped of their hopes of occupying
office.
Up until the convention, BUILD was known for calling out the frailty of other groups,
now they were the targets of youth discontent. The black power organization challenged the
effectiveness of civil rights outfits, such as the NAACP while practicing alternative means to
reach racial equality. Gidney, a former youth leader, commented on the days when BUILD was
viewed as a no nonsense, hardcore, group of black leaders: “BUILD was a fantastic
organization...it was a fighting, militant, advocacy organization. When BUILD first started...it
was a community organization that fought for the interests of black people, for jobs, education,
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you know, public schools. They fought for quality neighborhood schools and formed something
called the BUILD Academy. BUILD Academy was really the first progressive school in Buffalo,
a black, African American school.”177 Once proud of the accomplishments and effort put forth by
the BUILD organization, Gidney would later go on to run against its established leadership:
We just felt that BUILD at that time, we felt that the operation cool out plan was going
with BUILD. BUILD started off very progressive and then the next thing you know, they
done got into all these programs, and all these government subsidized programs, and we
felt that they was kind of like, losing the fire. You know how young people think. We
challenged them because we thought that they were being too moderate and letting the
influence of government funds moderate them.178
Gidney was not alone in his concern for BUILD “losing the fire.” The slogan for Clyde Giles and
the People’s Candidates campaign was, “Bring BUILD back to the PEOPLE.” This campaign
slogan was of course suggesting that BUILD was losing its way as a community organization.
Aspiring President Clyde Giles proposed a “Ten Point Program” that he believed would get the
organization back on track. Among those plans were his desire to “correct use of resources” and
develop a “national and international perspective.”179 Giles believed that the organization needed
to align itself with both national and international struggles of black and third world
communities—not just the local issues of Buffalo.
Within six years of their activation, BUILD faced the same kind of scrutiny from some of
the city’s youth that it once projected onto civil rights groups. BUILD’s legitimacy as a black
power organization and a progressive group suited to fight for the needs of black people waned
in the eyes of youth leaders. Young people’s concern about the state of BUILD, and its change of
political course, was justified from statements released by the BUILD organization itself. In
volume one, issue one of BUILD’s newspaper The Organizer, the writer expressed the need for
BUILD to reconsider its tactics. He explained:
“In 1970, a new and ever menacing mood is being generated out of the dark chambers of
Washington, D.C. The days of black power have been exposed to the tyrannical heat of
Nixon’s and Agnew’s ferocious attacks and threatens to consume many black
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leaders...never before in this country has the cause for justice and equality for minority
[sic] been in more jeopardy. The time for mass people movements and symbolic
powerless protest appears to be a thing of the past! Unless organizations like BUILD
begin to eliminate from their tactics these types of “maximum exposure” approaches,
Nixon and Agnew will indeed succeed in arousing the so called silent majority to respond
to its worst racist nature.”180
BUILD was undoubtedly trying to be thoughtful and strategic about how they could fight for
their cause without endangering the future of their organization. To young minds at the time
however, the elimination of “maximum exposure” tactics were perceived as complicit with the
existing power structure. As a result, youth decided to take matters into their own hands. They
formed their own organizations.
Youth on the Move
Well before the 1972 BUILD Convention, Buffalo’s youth were taking the initiative to
govern themselves. Immediately following the 1967 uprising, youth around the city mobilized,
forming various organizations. Thus, the rebellion can be regarded as simply a flashpoint in the
radicalization of Buffalo’s youth. Between 1967 and 1973, black youth revitalized black power
in the city of Buffalo through advocating for self-sufficiency, leadership, and knowledge of self
in the form of job and educational programs.
When the Fruit Belt Youth Federation formed in 1967, there were not many social outlets
designed specifically for young people. Motivated to enhance/brighten the lives of their fellow
citizens, a group of teenagers met to create a gathering space. After brainstorming ideas and
consulting with the Buffalo Urban League Guild for funding, two youth centers were opened.
The center was funded by the Urban League under the supervision of Mrs. Jeri Hill, but young
people determined its direction. Located on 515 Genesee Street, The Soul Shack served as a
space for entertainment, personal development, and neighborhood improvement. Its impact
extending beyond the borders of the Fruit Belt, the shack was an attraction for kids from every
corner of the city. When looking for a safe place to meet new people and have a good time, the
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shack was the place to be. Outside of partying and indulging in leisurely activity, the youth
center served as a constructive educational space for young people. After school programming,
homework assistance, and job search assistance were the main services offered at the shack.
From the renovation of the building to its cultural decoration and engaging activities, the Soul
Shack was a breath of fresh air into an unstable segment of Buffalo. Suffering from dilapidated
housing, abandoned buildings and fleeing business owners, the Soul Shack was an opportunity
for youth to regain a sense of pride in their deteriorating neighborhood.
Within one year of the Soul Shack opening, The Fruit Belt Youth Federation had run its
course and so had their preoccupation with recreational activity. In the interim, Buffalo’s innercity youth had become more politically astute. With a heightened political and social
consciousness, teenagers from several different districts united to take a progressive, militant
stance against the effects of metropolitan racism. Us Now, formed shortly after the Fruit Belt
Youth Federation, was a city-wide federation of black and Puerto Rican youth leaders from
Ellicott, Masten, Perry, South Park, the lower West Side, and the Fruit Belt.181 During the late
sixties, most youth were receiving recognition for their activism on college campuses, but in
Buffalo, high schoolers were organizing to enhance their community. By forming alliances with
adults and organizations that could help them achieve their goals, Us Now was able to acquire
funding for four major community projects that reinforced a Black Power orientation towards
urban renewal.
Schooling Their Way to Freedom
Of all the programs proposed by Us Now, The Fruit Belt Freedom School was arguably
the most significant. Organized by seventeen-year-old Joyce Jalelah Person, teenagers spent the
summer of 1968 gathering at 515 Genesee Street to teach community children between the ages
of five and thirteen. Linda Mack Freeman Gibson, once a teenage instructor at the freedom
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school, remembers the kinds of texts used to teach young students about their history: “We
studied stuff like Marcus Garvey, W.E.B. Du Bois, Ralph Ellison, different books, Richard
Wright. We’d talk about Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman. You know, all of the heroes of that
day that we were aware of, to bring it to light for these kids what these people did because back
then they didn’t tell us nothing in school about any black history. So, the intent with the freedom
school was to teach them our black history.”182 Rather than depend on a white school system to
teach them about their history, youth educated themselves and then passed that knowledge onto
an even younger generation. Us Now had not been certified, but according to Linda Mack, they
were thirsty for knowledge. She remembers, “We had to go into the library and dig up for
ourselves because it wasn’t in the Buffalo school system. They didn’t teach us that.”183
The ability of Buffalo’s teenagers to detect the shortcomings of institutions that
influenced their daily lives and generate actionable solutions enabled them to enhance their own
development as well as their community. These high school leaders noticed that multicultural
education was not the only feature lacking in the public school system. There was a heavy
reliance on lecturing rather than encouraging students to learn through their environment.
Through the help of Us Now volunteers, children at the Fruit Belt Freedom School were afforded
the opportunity for cultural enrichment and community engagement. In a discussion of their
work for the community, Linda Mack explains one of the reasons why the freedom school was
so important: “Some of the kids had never been places like the zoo or beaver island, and this is
right here in Buffalo. Buffalo was so, in our opinion, segregated that we did our activities right
here in the inner city. We were interested in getting our young people exposed, not just to the
East side of Buffalo, but the entire Buffalo, the whole entire region.”184 Engaging and
enlightening work lead by black youth was unlike anything Buffalo’s school children had access
to at the time. BUILD Academy may have been the first institutionalized progressive school for
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African Americans in Buffalo, but black, inner city youth made history by opening and operating
their own Freedom School at least two years earlier.
When asked about their understanding of Black Power and whether or not their group
identified with that movement, surviving members usually say that they saw themselves as a
civil rights or a militant civil rights group. However, the tactics employed by Us Now and other
youth groups, favored black power strategies more so than civil rights. Former Us Now member,
Drake Colley articulates his perceived distinction between civil rights and black power as a
young activist: “So when you start thinking about civil and political rights, by and large, that’s
not what black folks were fighting for. We kind of had them. There may have been enforcement
issues, and so on and so forth, but what we were looking at was, instead of political and civil
rights, we were looking for social and economic rights.”185 For individuals like Drake Colley,
civil rights triggered thoughts of the fight for voting rights in the south, but that was a completely
different struggle than the battle waged in northern cities like Buffalo. In the 1970s, Buffalo had
already elected several black politicians: David Collins, George K. Arthur, Delmar Mitchell, and
Arthur O. Eve. Now, black people were concerned about the development of their communities.
One of the first ways Us Now expressed their desire for social and economic uplift was through
the creation of YEPP, a job placement and counseling organization.
Black Employment
‘They’re Only 19, but Direct City’s Job Program for Youth.’ This headline led the news
story circulated in one of Buffalo’s major papers.186 The Youth Employment Placement Program
(YEPP), headed by James Pitts and Robert Gidney, Jr., was an agency geared toward job
placement and job counseling for youth. The rise of this program--a direct result of the 1967
rebellion, formed during the summer of that year. With several offices located in the Masten,
Ellicott, Perry, West Side, and the Fruit Belt districts, Us Now served hundreds of teenagers in
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the Buffalo area. YEPP was a milestone for two major reasons. First, black Buffalonians as a
whole were experiencing conflict in the employment sector. Between discriminatory hiring and
firing practices, and low pay, many black residents were struggling to survive.
Where the adult population had agencies to help them combat racism in the workplace or
assist in job placement, youth did not have access to the same kinds of resources. Funding a
program created by youth, meant YEPP had the potential to serve young people in the way that
BUILD worked for adults. A sixty thousand dollar grant from the CAO and a fifty member staff
allowed young people to advise an average of one hundred and twenty peers a week for the
summer of 1967. 187 More importantly, the YEPP program proved that youth had the initiative,
discipline, and intelligence to carry out their own operation. Given the chance to lead in this
capacity provided youth with the confidence needed to embark on more community-driven urban
renewal projects.
YEPP was a great success, but as black youth became increasingly more progressive,
their program ideas also evolved. Struggling to secure jobs at other people’s businesses was no
longer enough. Youth were convinced that if they were going to truly have social and economic
power, they needed to establish businesses of their own. The conviction for self-determination
led to the proposal of a new group—Black United Youth Incorporated (BUY). According to the
proposal, the vision for the program was inspired by the following reasons:
“...because of the realization of the need of a program dedicated to helping black
disadvantaged youths lift themselves into a productive and satisfying role in american
society. Many young black people from hard-core areas would like to be actively
involved in the various phases of business, but because of their social and economic
situation they have neither the capital or the experience required: our goal is to provide
this opportunity by allowing youths, aged 14-25, in establishing businesses owned and
operated by themselves with adults aiding where needed.” 188
As farfetched of an idea as poor, black, teenaged business owners seemed, young people like
Rob Gidney, James Pitts and Frank Miller, were desperate to amend the social and economic
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conditions to which they had been confined. Their proposal stated, “BUY Inc. offers youth an
opportunity to help themselves: it will provide for many a new avenue out.”189 Without the
financial means to support any business initiatives, youth from Masten, Ellicott and Fruit Belt
districts were able to imagine a coffee shop, laundromat, youth apparel shop, etc., as one vehicle
to social uplift. Although the group did not claim to identify with Black Power, their radical
imagination and self-help ideology undeniably resonated with national trends. In Black Power:
The Politics of Liberation in America, Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton outline the
colonial status of blacks in America, forced to exist in a state of economic dependency on the
colonizer. They explain,“...exploiters come into the ghetto from outside, bleed it dry, and leave it
economically dependent on the larger society.”190 Tired of experiencing economic exploitation
and depending on someone else to provide the means for their survival, black youth stressed the
importance of ownership. The only way to become independent was to come together and
establish ownership over the services in their own community. Self-determination would in turn
strengthen the area by ensuring that the money was circulated back into the community, instead
of patronizing white business owners who took the money back to their own neighborhoods. The
Nation of Islam heavily influenced these zealous youth aspirations for economic independence.
During the time that youth were piecing together the proposal for BUY Inc., Louis
Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam (NOI) were promoting black economic self-sufficiency. For
example, People Organized and Working for Economic Rebirth (POWER) was an economic
branch of the NOI, which had embarked on a “buy black” campaign to cultivate a national
network of black businesses.191 Buffalo’s youth were not just exposed to these ideas through
knowledge of the national work of the NOI, but they had access to their own local chapter—
Mosque No. 23. The NOI promoted the importance of economic self-sufficiency long before the
new leadership of Louis Farrakhan. After former leader Elijah Muhammad sent Malcolm X to
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help plant a chapter in Buffalo, Minister Robert J. X Williams was appointed leader of the
Mosque in 1957.192 The message of the black Muslims appealed to economically depressed black
youth just as it did under Farrakhan’s leadership. “Do for self” is the message that the local black
Muslims always preached to the community under the leadership of Robert X.193 Unfortunately,
the vision of BUY Inc. did not come to fruition, but it was a revolutionary vision nonetheless.
Even in their failure, Buffalo’s youth demonstrated that they were willing to step out into
uncharted territory for the sake of a better personal and collective future.
“June 1st Whitey”
Youth activists instigated programs to raise self-consciousness and spark social uplift, but
these initiatives were just one part of their larger calls for projects of urban renewal. Unlike the
characterization of civil rights groups, news media classified student leaders and youth groups in
Buffalo as militant. Where civil rights workers advocated for the integration of black bodies into
white spaces, militant leaning black people fought for their own quality institutions. While some
black people focused on expanding the number of black employees in white companies, others
tried to create their own businesses. When lawyers and the middle class struggled in court for
human rights, the poor marched into places of business and demanded inclusion or ownership.
There were times when class action lawsuits and discussions were a means for disenfranchised
citizens to negotiate for their needs. Then, there were times when protests, demands, or threats,
were also a way for the marginalized to advance in their pursuit of social and economic freedom.
Western New York residents and officials were alarmed in 1969 when they found the
message “June 1st Whitey” plastered along the city streets of Buffalo. Black youth were fed up
and the city was put on notice. To some, progress had been made, evidenced by the unexpected
flood of funds rushing into the inner city after the 1967 uprising. Still black youth were not
satisfied. Employment efforts and programs fashioned to address black unrest were mostly, if not
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completely, reserved for the summer. It was not long before the community grew suspicious of
the newfound resources. Sensing the insincerity of government intervention, black youth
eventually referred to government sponsored summer programs as “operation cool out”194
believing that these resources were designed merely to quell summer unrest in the face of
potential tourism and leisure dollars that could be lost. On April 13th, 1969, Us Now issued a
news release, giving the city an ultimatum. Their demands were to be met by June 1st of that
year, or else.195
Summer for Black people must be 12 months long. We want and demand a 12 month
Black Summer. To White America, a successful summer means a June, July, and August
when all is quiet and peaceful in the Black colonies of America. To Black people
however, a successful summer is a Black Summer. And this Black Summer must reflect
our demand for meaningful jobs, relevant educational, cultural, and training programs.
This Black Summer must be directly related to our demand for freedom, justice and
equality.196
For the two years after the uprising, Buffalo had experienced a “Black Summer” with cultural
enrichment and job training programs. By pouring money into the black community for a limited
window of time and providing jobs that people had been demanding for years, the city assumed
that it could assuage some of the rage that had manifest in rebellions. This peace keeping effort,
to maintain the status quo, was now rejected by the city’s youth in the “Black Summer, 1969”
proposal. Summer programs were not enough. It was time for the city to commit year-long
support to the black community: “You, white America—have until June 1, 1969—48 days from
this day, to show your concern and sincerity. And let it be understood that all other gestures,
promises, and gifts are futile.”197 For a group of people with no apparent affiliation with black
power, their writing echoed its militant nature. Beyond depicting the black community as a
colony, just as Stokely Carmichael had, Us Now publicly issued a threat to summon the fear of
white America—a method frowned upon by the civil rights advocates. One member even claims
that the campaign was not “June 1st Whitey,” but rather, “June 1st Kill Whitey.”198 Surviving Us
Now members explain that the “June 1st Whitey” campaign was more of a bluff to scare the
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establishment into meeting their demands, but even empty threats are still threats.199 The young
people of Buffalo wanted it to be known that they were willing to fight for community
empowerment by any means necessary.
As part of their news release, Us Now included a detailed description of the demands to
be met. These demands were sorted into three categories:
(1) Jobs/Job Training- year-round Youth Employment Placement Program, Junior Job
Corps, Secretarial training, Community communications, Black junior achievement,
Hamlin Park and Allentown-Lakeview Youth contract proposals.
(2) Recreation & Culture- Black Arts festival, year-round Freedom School, IndoorOutdoor Theatre, Black Experience Workshop, Sports Clinic, Black Arts Workshop.
(3) Education- Civil Service Classes, Reading Comprehension and Speed, year-round
Student Counseling Service.200
Each program proposal was accompanied by a fact sheet and then submitted to the appropriate
agency. Between the Board of Education, Community Action Organization (CAO), Buffalo
Urban Renewal Office, State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo Recreation
Department, County Youth Board, and National and State Endowment of the Arts, Us Now
submitted proposals for fifteen community programs. When June 1st rolled around, no one had
been hurt, and the streets of Buffalo were relatively quiet. Of the fifteen proposals that Us Now
submitted, three programs received funding: Junior Job Corps, YEPP,201 and the Black Arts
Festival.
Making progress by evoking fear, broadcasting demands, or protesting may not have
been everyone’s preferred method, but Buffalo’s youth were tired of negotiations. By identifying
with the tactics of civil rights workers, one was enlisting in a slow and steady road to freedom.
This road was necessary and could bring about the legal changes that other groups would not.
However, the slow and steady progress made behind political doors did not physically manifest
itself in the timely manner that many in the black community would have liked. This issue was
discussed in an article titled, “Negroes Here Scorn Rights Pace,” in Buffalo’s Courier Express
newspaper. In an interview with Edward Cole—the director of the CAO— he claims that
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“inroads” which had been made during the civil rights movement were being lost across the
country. To prove his point to any doubters, he referenced the “rejection of open housing
occupancy.”202 Housing discrimination was far from the only indication that the civil rights
movement was losing its hold on the country.
In the time that youth spent waiting, being told that peace and negotiations would bring
them justice in due time, they witnessed the slaughtering of their heroes. Dr. King, Malcolm X,
Medgar Evars, and Fred Hampton were but a few of the many fallen freedom fighters during the
1960s. The state sanctioned murders of black liberation workers helped propel the radicalization
of youth across the nation. In places like Buffalo, youth refused to subscribe to the slow and
steady narrative that wider society told them was an inescapable part of the process. In Black
Summer 1969, Us Now explained, “...the youth of our community refuse to accept the phrase
that are too often heard by so-called concerned White individuals, politicians, and agencies.
These include, ‘We are doing our best’, ‘these things cannot happen overnight’, and etc.”203 In
their minds, change was not an inherently slow process, and too many black people had spent
their lives believing in that fallacy: “Too many Black people have waited in vain for promises.
Too many Black people have died waiting; too many Black people have gotten old waiting, but
we refuse to wait any longer.”204 The creation of “Black Summer, 1969” in and of itself was
confirmation that Us Now refused to stand by idly and hope that change would come. What was
not given would be demanded and quite possibly taken.
Civil Rights objectives drove activism in Buffalo but the symbolism, language, and
devices of Black Power equally captivated its youth. Therefore youth activism operated as the
hybrid form of Black Power/Civil Rights or what has been called the larger Black Freedom
struggle. Young black men and women in Buffalo had proven too impatient for the polite or
politically correct means of civil rights organization by the late 1960s. Yet, they were not
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directly affiliating with Black Power philosophy. Whether consciously or subconsciously, black
Buffalo exposed the false distinctions between the seemingly discrete social movements in order
to address the specific needs of their city, no matter the ideology. This comprehensive method of
organizing did not stop at the high school level. A few of the very same students went on to
shake up college campuses.
Taking Back the Campus & Calling out the Fox
“Black Power!” The battle cry that dominated urban activism throughout the country was
no longer confined to the streets and schoolyards; it also began to pervade campus grounds. In
“Black Students: Racial Consciousness and the Class Struggle,” national black activist and
educator S.E. Anderson explains why student activism shifted between 1966 and 1972. Anderson
writes, “While SNCC was struggling on its last breath a more militant black student based
campus movement was growing. It was inspired by the black urban rebellions and the heroic
work SNCC had done in the South.”205 After witnessing violence and uprisings spread across the
U.S. like wildfire during the 1960s, students joined the call for radicalization. From 1966 until
1972, racial justice was sought through a direct action approach of disruptive protest and bold
demands. Those outside of academia were fighting institutional racism in the form of economic
and political marginalization while students were forced to confront the racist culture of
institutions that their predecessors fought to gain entry. Instead of assimilating to the white
culture controlling campus life, students demanded that the institution adjust to reflect the
interests of its student body—not just those in the majority. Anderson continues, “Black students
demanded more black teachers and black courses. They demanded that more courses be made
“relevant” by having a field component that would allow them to work in the “movement” or
community. In short, it was a struggle against the bourgeois framework and Victorian attitude
which dominates black education even today.”206 Buffalo was no stranger to the black campus
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movement that took the country by storm during the late sixties and early seventies. The
pressures youth faced as college students and young adults shifted the focus they once had as
ambitious teenagers. Left with no institutions to advocate for their unique needs, Buffalo’s black
college students joined in the national movement to transform the world of academia.
Black students assembled in Hayes Hall at the State University of New York at Buffalo
(UB) on Thursday, April 27th, 1972 to hear the address that President Ketter had prepared for the
student body. On the previous day, a combination of minority students and faculty at UB met
with the president at 1:30 p.m. in Capen Hall and issued a list of demands.207 The outrage voiced
on this Buffalo campus was consistent with the national cry of black students, altered by their
own specific grievances. If the university was to be redeemed for its shortcomings, the Black
Student Union demanded that the following actions be taken:
“Black studies be immediately made a full-fledged department. Tenure and review
procedures be revised to give minority members judgment by their peers. Immediate
dialogue be established with minority group students in professional and graduate
schools. Charles E. Gayle Jr., visiting assistant professor of music, and Dr. David J.
Banks, assistant professor of anthropology be reappointed as associate professor with
tenure. These four demands be immediately adopted and perpetual dialogue be
established between the president, minority students and faculty.”208
After marching their way into Capen Hall and laying down their demands before school
administrators, the students made it clear that the president had a limited window of 24 hours to
address their concerns.
As anticipated, Ketter prepared a statement and appeared before the student body, ready
to verbally confront the issues eagerly laid out before him by approximately 200 students and
faculty. Black students were not impressed. Rather than propose solutions to the five-point list
brought before him, President Ketter deflected any blame directed at the university by discussing
the supposed systems already in place. In the typical ‘we are doing as much as we can’ rhetoric,
President Ketter explained that tenure and review procedures already had minority representation
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and included no specific suggestions on how to improve their practices. For the request that
Professor Banks and Gayles be reappointed with tenure, Ketter elaborated on the tenure process
and how the committee was still making their decision. Lastly, both demands for immediate
dialogue were met with explanations of how Keter already established dialogue with the
aforementioned groups. His least offensive response was likely a comment on the request for a
black studies department. Ketter described the process to make Black studies a full department
and then proclaimed, “I am happy to inform you that the Policy Committee has unanimously
voted to set into motion the procedures required for the Program to achieve full departmental
status.”209 Disgusted by Ketter’s meaningless response, black students left the conference before
the president could even fully explain his position. Students declared the event a complete waste
of their time. Even in the face of disappointment, these college students did not back down so
easily.
The fight against President Ketter and his administration continued and students voiced
their frustrations in a publication entitled, Rising Up Angry. The periodical was completely
dedicated to documenting the destruction of black programs at the hands of the Ketter
administration. Using a combination of essays and political cartoons, UB students attacked the
institution’s counterfeit support of diversity. In the January 1974 edition, the front page displays
a cartoon of President Ketter proclaiming the university’s commitment to providing the best
possible education. Meanwhile, there is an open window behind him in which a demolition truck
can be seen knocking down a building with the words black staff, black faculty, Educational
Opportunity Program (EOP), and Puerto Rican studies written across its walls.
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Provided by Robert Gidney

Referred to as Ketter “The
Fox” because of his deceptive nature,
the writers used data to counter his
false claims of commitment to the
students. According to the students, if
“the fox” were as committed to their
education as he claimed to be, then the
enrollment and support of black
students since their arrival in 1968,
should have been strengthening each
year. However, the data showed a
different trend. They argued, “…for
example, that between the school
1968-69 and 1969-70 there was a
350% increase in Black enrollment at UB. By the school year 1973-74 the percentage of Black
students being brought into the EOP program has dropped to 8%!!”210 In analyzing the data on
EOP enrollment between 1971 and 1973, students found that there was a 30% decrease in the
enrollment of black students in 1973-74. 211At the same time that black enrollment was on the
decline, Ketter helped the university reach overall record enrollment numbers of 25,693
students.212 Black students were being shut out of the university, while the Ketter administration
was also slicing financial support for minority students. The publication did not stop at exposing
the plight of students, but highlighted the administration’s maltreatment of black faculty. During
the spring of 1972-73, of the 1,400 plus faculty members at UB, only 55 were black and only
0.8% were employed as full professors.213 Moreover, black workers were placed in positions that
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provided little room for promotion or social mobility. All of these facts contradicted multiple
statements made by Ketter concerning his devotion to fairness and minority representation. As
far as UB’s black population was concerned, Ketter was nothing more than an animal, “a lying
fox with honey dripping from his mouth always says one thing and does another.” Handfuls of
black students continued to expose the fox, while there were others who were not so sure if they
should be devoted to preserving programs like EOP.
Although many black students were grateful to be the first in their families receiving a
college education, some of UB’s more radical students perceived the Educational Opportunity
Program (EOP) as a ploy to distract from the Black Liberation Movement. One Rising Up Angry
writer argued, “Special Education Programs for Black people and oppressed national minorities
was developed as tools of political deception designed for no other purpose but to stem the rising
tide of the Black Liberation Movement and sap the fighting spirit of the oppressed Black
Nation.”214 Such feelings were fueled by the fact that such programs were created at UB
immediately after the assassination of Dr. King. As a result, it became the job of the students not
to lose focus. Students needed to maintain the struggle on the college campus by holding the
administration accountable and controlling the direction of the programs in which they were
enrolled. Even more, it was the duty of the youth to continue reaching back to their community
as they progressed on campus.
The Black Student Union (BSU) at the University at Buffalo fused educational passions
with their desire for community development, by fighting to develop projects of renewal both on
and off campus. According to Percy Lambert, the designated president of the BSU in 1970, it
was their duty to address the needs of the community since the government had proven itself to
be insensitive to their needs.215 Perhaps the most publicized of their community efforts was the
“Free Breakfast in School” program. Deeply inspired by the Black Panther Party for self-defense
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in Oakland, California, members of the BSU gathered at the Westminister House on 421 Adams
Street to feed between 180 and 206 underprivileged children each day before school.216
Dedication to the breakfast program stemmed from college students’ understanding that school
performance may suffer when children did not receive a meal before school. Lambert, “found out
that kids don’t do well in school because their mothers aren’t able to offer them a decent
breakfast in the morning. So when these kids are in school, they are concentrating on the hunger
pains in their stomachs instead of the schoolwork on the board.”217 Breakfast was not the only
benefit students received on their way to school. Nineteen-year-old Charles Aughtry, who had
been a leader of Us Now, lead the breakfast program and ensured that children received
philosophical and political teachings on Black Consciousness to complement their morning
breakfast.218
UB students’ work did not go unnoticed by the community or the media. BSU appeared
in Buffalo’s major news outlets, the Buffalo Evening News and Buffalo Courier-Express, on
several occasions for their community work and activism. Conflict between UB’s student
association and the BSU sparked enough controversy for the media to cover the unfolding
drama. Originally financed by a $3,000 grant from the student association to begin their
operation in October of 1969, the student association voted down a proposal to allocate $28,000
to the BSU for the breakfast program. 219Yet, the prevailing influence of militancy at the time
provoked Percy Lambert not to accept no for an answer. Hinting toward his respect of the
militant Black Panther Party, Lambert declared: “We are going to make it hard to say ‘no’ to a
BSU member, as it is hard to say ‘no’ to a Black Panther.”220 Despite the president’s stance, the
group suffered a major blow when denied the additional funding they needed. Thankfully,
Lambert was committed to the promise he made in October that year: “We will keep the program
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going at all costs.”221 With the help of private donations, the BSU was able to continue serving
the community for a while longer.
The work of Buffalo’s youth demonstrates that government agencies did not hold a
monopoly on the way urban renewal could be imagined. Granted, the passage of urban renewal
legislation had a tremendous impact on working-class communities and especially those of color.
However, young people did not see themselves as helpless pawns in a game of chess. Whether
they had to break glass, make threats, conduct sit-ins, hold meetings, or create new institutions,
youth were determined to make their voices heard in a world where their opinions were often
silenced. Despite their tenacity, few if any have taken on the task of retracing and highlighting
the central role of black youth in one of Buffalo’s most exciting periods of history.
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Conclusion
Brace Yourself, the White Liberals Are Coming
“Everything we need runs counter to the American creed. We either remain subordinate or the
creed must be changed.”-Dr. Henry Louis Taylor Jr.

Multicolored balloons brightened Locust St., Orange St. and other blocks within the
predominately black Fruit Belt Neighborhood. Strategically parked in areas normally occupied
by employees of the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus, employees would have to pay to park
elsewhere as resident’s cars lined the streets with balloons hanging just outside the driver side
window. Fruit Belt residents were sending a message: “We’re sick and tired of being sick and
tired of the parking situation,” declared Larry Goins.222 Goins stood in solidarity with a few
dozen other neighborhood members participating in the parking protest. According to a local
news outlet, Fruit Belt residents were constantly in competition with employees of the medical
campus who parked in front of their homes and blocked their driveways. Another resident
explains, “Our seniors, when they come and they try to park they go out and get their groceries,
they have to park two or three blocks away.”223 When news reporters asked medical campus
employees about their thoughts on the situation, some sympathized with the residents, but
proceeded to cite their own reasons for continuing their disruptive behavior. Responses ranged
from, “The reason is for me just to save some money,” to: “I’m not paying $90 to park in a ramp
and I only work part time.”224 Undoubtedly, if black residents were going into other
neighborhoods or towns and parking in front of people’s homes, their cars would be towed and
impounded. Yet, the city refused to act on behalf of the Fruit Belt community. Residents
appealed to the state legislature to pass a bill that would allow for residential parking permits, but
the proposal was denied.

The parking protest of 2015 foreshadowed the impending neglect soon to be endured by
black Buffalonians under a new era of urban renewal. In 2012, Governor Cuomo announced the
State’s new agenda to pour one billion dollars into the city of Buffalo hoping to support
programs of economic development. Despite the use of new terminology and new programs,
announcement of the “Buffalo Billion” initiative was eerily similar to redevelopment schemes of
the past. Once again, Buffalo is being commissioned to modernize itself by attracting businesses
and now recruiting suburbanites to “resettle” the downtown core. On the surface, this investment
development plan is portrayed as a process that will benefit the city as a whole by developing
three sectors: tourism, health/life science, and advanced manufacturing. As evidenced by
examples of the past, such claims should be viewed with the utmost suspicion. In Buffalo and
other northern territories, city schemes to generate economic development happen at the expense
of black and brown communities and longstanding residents—not to their benefit. In reviewing
the language used to describe future plans for Buffalo, this new revitalization project poses
serious risks for those who are lower income, people of color, or live in redevelopment zones.
City officials currently have not released any concrete plans to protect lower-income
residents during this process of revitalization, or even assist them in benefitting from this plan as
much as businesses, private developers, and incoming suburbanites. The very language of the
report highlights the city’s lack of commitment to rebuilding in ways that as socially just as
much as economically profitable. The report reads: “First, the process builds upon the priorities
that are most important to address Western New York’s opportunities and challenges…These
include: inclusivity, promotion of smart growth, orientation toward young adults, building upon
strengths, regional in impact, and improvement upon region’s image.”225 The report continues,
“…the process and outcomes are intensely fact based and market disciplined.”226 In creating a
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plan that is solely based on economic return, long time Buffalo residents could potentially be at
the mercy of urban developers and residential new comers once again. Right after emphasizing
the plan’s market based approach, the writers insist that the process is “inclusive and
collaborative.”227 One hopes that this inclusivity and collaboration might include working with
the existing community members in some of Buffalo’s most distressed neighborhoods. Instead,
this “collaboration” and “inclusivity” is maintained through engagement with a “diverse set of
informed stakeholders and experts.”228 Moreover, the terms of “diversity” have been turned
upside down, where now adding wealthy, white professionals to the city has become a sign of
“inclusivity” but of course without regard to the city’s history or the legacy of its black youth’s
demands for a socially just Buffalo. While it is necessary to partner with professionals to execute
a plan, this does not mean that community voices should be marginalized in the process.
According to four black leaders who have lived and worked in Buffalo for many years,
the Buffalo Billion initiative fails to present a solid plan for redeveloping blighted areas that have
historically experienced uneven development. George K. Arthur, who served as a former
councilman for the city during the 1970s, believes that black residents are being left behind again
because they do not have a fair access to incoming jobs. More specifically, Arthur questions the
practicality of the Northland corridor project. With the help of funding from Governor Cuomo,
$44 million dollars is being poured into the creation of a workforce training center in the
Delavan-Grider community. Governor Cuomo and city leaders believe that this plan will
enhance the quality of life for residents living within the project area by providing training in
manufacturing skills and connecting residents in the community to jobs within walking distance.
This development project is seen as in the best interests of the community as well as the city’s
financial coffers because manufacturing is the third largest employer in the Western New York
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region and it is expected that there will be 22,000 new jobs in the next 10 years.229 Still, Arthur
questions the city’s dedication to connecting black residents to jobs when jobs are already being
filled at the primary manufacturing plant opening in Buffalo and the black community has yet to
be trained: “It seems to me that the training program should be training and preparing people for
those jobs at Solar City, especially in the inner-city, and they’re not. And that’s the part that’s got
me. By the time the inner-city or black folk, or youngsters get trained or ready, the jobs are gone.
Jobs are being filled now today and the black people are not ready for it.”230 Arthur is not alone
in his concerns about the inclusion of black residents in new advanced manufacturing jobs.
Residents of Buffalo’s East Side are not remaining silent while potentially harmful
development projects are cropping up around the city. In a letter to the Buffalo Challenger—a
news outlet for Buffalo’s black community—Pastor George F. Nicholas made a call to action:
“why can’t we create an Eastside Planning council that that would [have] the power to provide
oversight on the masterplan, especially as it relates to a community benefit agreement.”231
Nicholas believes that if residents depend on the government to have their interests at heart, then
no progress will occur. This letter provides insights into how community members are drawing
from a much longer local tradition to call out the flaws of redevelopment practices as well as
create actions of resistance while putting forward their own proposals for community oversight.
James Pitts, former youth leader and Ellicott District Councilman, is the president and CEO of
the JW Pitts Planning & Development LLC, president of Green Gold Development Corp., and is
using his resources to assist the East Side community as well. Committed to help the community
he grew up in, Pitts has repositioned his company from being an “environmental activist
educational not-for-profit, to one that actually develops the jobs and community
revitalization.”232 Pitts’ company has also hosted Eastside 21 Blueprinting Growth—a forum
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dedicated to developing answers to the question of how to redevelop Buffalo’s East Side in a
way that benefits members of the community.
What is most frightening about Buffalo’s “come up” is not just potential exclusion from
jobs, but what private developers have planned for the neighborhoods closest to redevelopment
zones. Take Buffalo’s old central terminal for example. Central Terminal Restoration Corp.
chose Toronto developer Harry Stinson to spearhead the development of the old terminal.
However, Stinson’s vision of restoration goes beyond the terminal itself. In May of 2016 he
announced that he would like to enhance the area by building townhouses that range from two
hundred to three hundred thousand dollars.233 Not only are these houses worth astronomically
more than the average home in the neighborhood; Stinson is explicitly designing these homes to
attract those who work for the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus.234 The same group of people
disturbing the peace in the Fruit Belt could potentially contribute to the displacement of lowerincome residents in the Fillmore district.
In a conversation with Dr. Henry Taylor, the director of the Center for Urban Studies at
the University at Buffalo, he explained that gentrification is not even the city’s biggest problem:
“The great danger in Buffalo is not just gentrification, but that we’re building the new unjust
city.”235 In other words, there is a serious threat to housing, but the very way in which the city is
being built is also a threat to black residents. “We need to call things for what they are,” says
Taylor. “In order to redevelop for white people, black people must leave. Black people are
allowed if they are willing to accommodate what white people want…you have to adjust your
living style to the way that they live.”236 Black people are not only being displaced from housing,
but their neighborhoods are being remodeled to satisfy the tastes of white new comers. Thus,
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Taylor explains that we cannot just focus on anti-gentrification. Instead, the community must
focus on “fighting for the development of the black community for the black community.”
Ideally black residents and others on the East Side of Buffalo should not beg to be
incorporated into inherently oppressive development projects. Yes, people of color should be
afforded access into new job developments, but this will not address the problem of structural
divestment that has destroyed the very neighborhoods that the city now claims it will revitalize.
If residents allow the city to go unchallenged in the completion of development projects that
threaten their livelihood and disregard what is needed in existing inner city communities, the
dominant history of urban renewal will repeat itself. The great challenge in developing the black
community is to simultaneously hold government accountable while not being solely dependent
on a governmental approach to community development. Families are being priced out of their
homes. New business developments will disproportionately employ the professional newcomers.
At this stage in the process, there is no question that a fleet of white liberals are preparing to
move into the city. The question is: what can Black Buffalo do upon their arrival?

******
Until recently, Northern cities like Buffalo were practically invisible in discussions of
America’s black freedom struggle during the 1960s and 1970s. In spite of the hundreds of black
community organizations that sprouted to serve the cultural, religious and political needs of
black Buffalo, local histories have been limited to a handful of books and a few articles.
Meanwhile, Buffalo libraries house an impressive collection of books on black movements in
places like Chicago or New Jersey. Intentionally or unintentionally, the absence of local
literature perpetuates a false narrative that black Buffalonians made little to no contributions to
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the black liberation struggle during the era of civil rights and black power. Local repositories of
knowledge are hidden in plain sight, while many questions about the past rest unanswered.
Without even realizing it, residents drive down streets, utilize community centers, study
in library rooms, and attend schools named after local heroes and built from the ashes of social
struggle at the local level. The youth who are supposed to inherit the revolution and push the
boundaries even further, have no idea of the groundwork laid before them. And so, this project is
for young black women and men who have no pride in where they come from because they are
trapped in cycles of miseducation, displacement, and poverty. This story of Black Buffalo is for
the young inquisitive minds that have been led to believe the only relevant black history took
place in Chicago, Montgomery, Oakland, or anywhere that is not their home. Radical change can
take place anywhere and this work only scratches the surface of black Buffalo’s contributions to
the black liberation struggle of the 1960s and 70s, but it will hopefully spark more interest in the
history of local organizing efforts.
By uncovering our past, we learn that black Americans were not helpless individuals who
lived at the mercy of white power structures or stood complacent in their subjugation to the
margins of society. Like activists across the country, black Buffalonians exercised agency by
mobilizing to combat oppressive institutions, as well as create their own futures. Residents,
young and old, did not allow their existing realities to deter them from creating new visions of
what Buffalo could look like. Hopefully, current residents can learn from the past to develop
relevant responses to the current issues plaguing the community during today’s limited claims
about urban revitalization.
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Coda
While completing this project, several tragic events shook the city of Buffalo and reaffirmed my
conviction that we must begin to share stories of our history and formulate new responses to old
problems in modern form.
As I spent the very first hours of the 2017 New Year in a small church on Buffalo's East
Side, a fellow alumnus of the Park School of Buffalo had already gathered with church family in
another part of town. Not long after he left church and proceeded to celebrate with friends,
Xavier Wimes was found bleeding to death in the alleyway of a downtown housing project.
Xavier, more affectionately known by friends and family as Zave or Gravy, was the first
homicide of 2017. Zave was a bright and quick-witted young man who had given me and many
other students at Park our first lesson on institutional racism as we attended a predominately
white school just outside the city. Naturally, the few black students who attended Park formed a
smaller community of our own as we ate lunch together, shared stories, carpooled, and most
often walked to the city bus stop together since students from Buffalo weren’t provided with a
“cheese bus.” Within hours of Zave’s brutal murder, two more residents were slain. By the time
two weeks had passed, there were at least fourteen more shootings. In a small city with most of
its black residents living side-by-side, we collectively mourned the loss of family members,
friends, former classmates, and students. Before having time to fully process that Zave and
several others were ripped away from the world so suddenly, I learned of even more troubling
news.
A crowd of approximately seventy-five people interrupted the Buffalo Board of
Education meeting on Wednesday February 15th, 2017. Concerned parents and community
members, of different racial and ethnic backgrounds, stood and chanted for the removal of Carl
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Paladino. After doing some research, I found that at the close of 2016, Paladino released
disturbing remarks to a local news outlet that prompted 300 residents to protest outside of city
hall.237 Carl Paladino, who is also a wealthy developer and has shares in many businesses located
on the East Side of Buffalo, released statements to a local news publication that violated the code
of conduct for board members. When asked what his hopes were for 2017, Carl Paladino made
the following comments:
“Obama catches mad cow disease after being caught having relations with a Herford. He dies
before his trial and is buried in a cow pasture next to Valerie Jarret, who died weeks prior, after
being convicted of sedition and treason, when a Jihady cell mate mistook her for being a nice
person and decapitated her.”238
Sadly, this was not all. Paladino also disrespected the former First Lady Michelle Obama by
stating his hopes for her to “return to being a male and let loose in the outback of Zimbabwe
where she lives comfortably in a cave with Maxie, the gorilla.”239 In a school district where at
least sixty-seven percent of students are black, we have racist leaders making decisions about the
lives of children.240
Given the state of Buffalo's Public Schools, Paladino’s “hopes” confirmed many parents
lack of faith that the system is properly educating their children—especially those who are most
at the racial and economic margins. In February of this year, Kiarre Harris was arrested and had
her children taken from her because she decided to homeschool her young kids. Convinced that
her children were being “failed” by the Buffalo Public School System, Harris completed the
necessary paperwork to begin educating her daughters herself. Despite having followed proper
procedure, Harris was arrested for educational neglect and she has yet to be reunited with her
children.241 Along with their incompetent management of Harris’ case, the Buffalo Police
Department has also been under intense scrutiny for public instances of excessive force. In
February 2017 twenty year-old Wardell “Meech” Davis died while in police custody. In
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December of last year, video footage captured a policeman intentionally running his vehicle into
a mentally disabled man because he was wielding a knife.
While Buffalo rebrands itself as an affordable place to live, work and play, the East Side
of Buffalo is buckling under the weight of internal violence, police brutality, racism, and the
miseducation of its youth. Save for the advancements in modern technology and the lack of black
businesses, Buffalo of 2017 is almost indistinguishable from the Buffalo of 50 years ago.
Trending stories for the first three months of this year alone mirror all of the conditions under
which black Buffalo combusted in the 1960s. While residents may be rightfully dismayed by
new development projects and even unable to ward off the damaging effects such initiatives may
have on their livelihood, other forms of “revitalization” are receiving less attention. What do we
do about youth violence? What are the alternatives to education as we know it? How are we
going to protect ourselves from racist police? These are some of the questions that black
residents of Buffalo’s past engaged with brilliance as the city embarked on an urban renewal
campaign that tore down their homes and filtered them into public housing projects. As the
residents of today struggle against gentrification, we can also formulate modern responses to
these resurging questions. While this effort should be collaborative, the historical record tells us
that the voice of black and Latino youth must remain central in synthesizing new ideas for a
better community. They are the demographic most impacted by the various projects of renewal.
Victims of gun violence are largely teens and young adults, youth are also largely victims of
police brutality, subjected to mental abuse in inadequate educational facilities, and more than
half of Buffalo’s children live in poverty.242 The fate of black Buffalo rests in its ability or
inability to start addressing the problems that city planners and politicians will not resolve.
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